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Abstract

Modeling surface adsorption requires systems of hundreds of atoms. To model
such systems at an ab initio level successfully, we need to avoid traditional
quantum chemical methods. In the present work we have shown that density
functional theory is a powerful modeling tool for large chemical systems es-
pecially in combinations with pseudopotentials This is validated by an initial
study of ethyl and heptyl xanthates and their sodium/potassium salts. In
this study, all electron calculations using both Hartree-Fock and density func-
tional theory methods are compared with experimental infrared results. To
do this the influence of basis sets and modeling approaches on the geometrical
structure and the vibrational modes are examined. This includes comparing
the pseudopotential and full electron potential approaches. Results obtained
from pseudopotential methods are in close agreement with both all electron
calculations as well as experimental results, here used to study adsorption of
heptyl xanthate ZnS surfaces. Vibrational frequencies of the adsorbed species
is presented, together with calculations of the tilt angles. The investigation
of the tilt angles resulted in 20.3◦, 20.6◦ and 25.2◦ for the {100}, {110} and
{111} surfaces respectively. Heptyl xanthate forms a bridging confirmation
on the {110} and {111} surfaces and a bidentate confirmation on the {100}
surface. Assignments of vibrational modes of ethyl/heptyl xanthate molecule
and its corresponding potassium/sodium salts are also reported.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This study is a part of the activity at Agricola Research Center financed by
the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research and the Swedish minerals and
mining industry. The work focus on computer simulations of xanthates and
their adsorption on ZnS surfaces, in order to contribute to the understanding
of the flotation process. Flotation is the process of separating precious from
non-precious ore, which has been used since the beginning of the twentieth
century. The principle of flotation is simple. First the ore is grinded then
water is added to form a pulp. Fine bubbles of air are pumped through the
pulp while it is subjected to mechanical mixing. The precious minerals then
attach themselves to the bubbles and float to the surface as a froth, which is
removed to form a concentrate. A number of chemicals, such as activators,
depressants and collectors, are added to the pulp to increase the efficiency
of the flotation process. Collectors are surface active chemicals containing a
polar head group and a hydrocarbon chain. These chemicals have the ability
to selectively attach themselves to the precious ore, by doing so they increase
the hydrophobicity of that particle. This increased hydrophobicity makes the
precious ore float more easily. One of the most commonly used collectors
are xanthates They were discovered in 1815 by M.W.C. Zeise but first used
in mineral flotation in 1905. Xanthates has been the workhorse of sulphide
mineral flotation since the early 1920s. They represents the largest volume of
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any sulphide mineral collector. Mainly due to the fact that they are easy and
inexpensive to manufacture, schematically,

ROH + KOH � ROK + H2O (1.1)

ROK + CS2 � ROCS2K (1.2)

and they have good storage properties. In our work geometrical optimiza-
tions, vibrational modes and other properties, such the tilt angle of heptyl
xanthate when adsorbed on ZnS surfaces, have been calculated on a first-
principle atomistic level. Traditionally, computational chemistry has been
dominated by Hartree-Fock based methods such as self consistent field (SCF),
Moller-Plesset (MP2), coupled cluster (CC) etc. Using these traditional meth-
ods systems of a size up to 50 atoms can be studied. This is unfortunately a
system which is too small to adequately represent a surface that allow stud-
ies of adsorption. In the present work we have successfully shown that den-
sity functional theory and pseudopotentials are highly suitable for quantum
chemical modeling. Hence by introducing these methods, which are widely
used within solid state physics, much larger and more realistic systems can
be studied on the same level of accuracy. We have also found that in some
cases the use of pseudopotentials and density functional theory (DFT) re-
sults are superior in accuracy when compared to experimental data than the
Hartree-Fock methods. The modeling work has been done in close collabora-
tion with experimentalists. All the computer calculations where done at the
High Performance Computer Center North (HPC2N). The strength of com-
puter simulations on the present level, is not only to explain experimental
results but also to predict properties and suggest useful experiments. Even
though our calculations have been successful, calculation on atomic level is
extremely hard. Analytical solutions of the Schrödinger equation can only be
found when up to two particles are considered. For a few number of atoms
exact numerical solutions exists. Larger system must be treated by carefully
validated approximations, such the Born-Oppenheimer approximations, pseu-
dopotentials and the local density approximations within DFT. For example by
applying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation one loses the electron-phonon
interaction i.e one decouple the electrons and ions. Here lies the potential
danger of computer simulations. Computer software may very well be used
as a black box in which one inputs data and then magically receive results,
which one blindly believes in. This is why a good theoretical background and
a basic understanding of the quantum mechanics are crucial. This allows the
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user to comprehend the difficulties and to understand what is actually going
on beneath the surface of these methods. The modeling approach, DFT with
local approximation and pseudopotentials, used in this work allow us to study
of systems containing up to more than thousand atoms.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

Throughout the centuries, humans have always tried to explain nature using
laws of physics. The big revolution came with Newton and his laws of motions,
which seemed to be able to predict motions of all bodies from small particles
to planets and stars. These laws ruled as universal rules of motion for over two
centuries. Later Einstein showed with his relativistic theory that Newtons laws
of motion doesn’t apply on sufficiently fast moving bodies. At the same time
quantum mechanics was developed which showed that on an atomic length
scale other laws must be used. Simply it can be said that quantum mechanics
is the law of physics for atoms and molecules.

2.1 Principles of Quantum Mechanics

Quantum chemical simulations are built on the quantum mechanical laws of
physics. A basic understanding of them is crucial to the success in computer
simulations of such systems. Compared to other types of computational simu-
lations, quantum mechanical calculations are exceptional. It does not depend
on any experimental data or other variable input but solely on the atomic
number of the chemical species, hence it is by nature ab initio.
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2.1.1 Quantum Mechanical Postulates

Quantum mechanics is by many regarded as a complicated area, and by all
means it is far from simple. As a first step there are some postulates in quan-
tum mechanics, which will be stated here without much further explanation

The first postulate

The Schrödinger equation,

ĤΨ(r,R, t) = i
∂

∂t
Ψ(r,R, t) (2.1)

must be taken as a postulate since it can not be derived from classical laws of
physics. Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, see 2.9 for a more deatiled description.
Ψ is the wavefunction, which describes a particle at a curtain position1 (R, bfr)
at the time t. The Schrödinger equation is the fundamental corner stone on
which quantum mechanics is built.

The second postulate

The state of a quantum mechanical system i completely determined by its
wave function Ψ(r,R, t), i.e the solution to the Schrödinger equation. The
probability that the particle exists in volume dτ located at (r,R) at time t is
defined by,

P (r,R, t) = Ψ∗(r,R, t)Ψ(r,R, t)dτ (2.2)

This postulate restrains the wave function, the total probability must sum up
to 1 i.e

〈Ψ|Ψ〉 =

∫ ∞

−∞
Ψ∗(r,R, t)Ψ(r,R, t)dτ = 1 (2.3)

hence, the particle must be somewhere in space. This implies that the wave
function must be single-valued, continuous and finite.

The third postulate

Measurements of any observable associated with an operator X̂ always result
in an eigenvalue λ which satisfy the eigenvalue equation

X̂Ψ = λΨ (2.4)

1
r, R is the position of the electron and the nucleus respectively. Latin index are used

for electrons and Greek for nucleus.
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If the system is in an eigenstate of X̂ with eigenvalue λ, then any measurements
of the quantity X will yield the value λ. Measurements must always result
in an eigenvalue, but the system may very well be in a state that is not
an eigenstate of X̂. Hence the wave function may be written as a linear
combination of its eigenvectors

Ψ =

n∑
i

ciΨi (2.5)

where the upper bound n may go to infinity. This statement justifies the
quantization of measurements as well as a continuum of eigenvalues in the
unbounded state. We now know that any measurements of X will result in an
eigenvalue, say λk, which is a solution to

X̂Ψk = λkΨk (2.6)

but we do not know the value of k. However we do know the probability of
the eigenvalue λk which is |ck|2

The fourth postulate

To every observable in classical mechanics there corresponds a linear Hermi-
tian operator in quantum mechanics. For example the total energy has the
Hamiltonian, Ĥ, as operator.

The fifth postulate

If a system is in a state described by a normalized wave function Ψ, the average
value of the observables corresponding to X̂ is given by

〈X〉 =

∫ ∞

−∞
Ψ∗X̂Ψdτ (2.7)

2.1.2 The Schrödinger Equation

The corner stone of quantum mechanics is the Schrödinger equation.

ĤΨ(r,R, t) = i
∂

∂t
Ψ(r,R, t) (2.8)
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The operator Ĥ is called the Hamiltonian operator and it has the following
form2,

Ĥ = T̂e(r) + T̂n(R) + V̂ee(r) + V̂ne(r,R) + V̂nn(R) (2.9)

Total kinetic energy of the electrons

T̂e(r) = −1

2

∑
i

∇2
i (2.10)

Total kinetic energy of the nucleus3

T̂n(R) = − 1

2mα

∑
α

∇2
α (2.11)

The nuclear-electron interaction energy4

V̂ne(r,R) = −
∑

i

∑
α

Zα

|Rα − ri| (2.12)

The electron-electron interaction energy

V̂ee(r) =
∑
i>j

1

|ri − rj | (2.13)

The nuclear-nuclear interaction energy

V̂nn(R) =
∑
α>β

ZαZβ

|Rα − Rβ |
(2.14)

Since Ĥ does not depend on t the wave function is separable

Ψ(r,R, t) = ψ(r,R)f(t) (2.15)

if inserted in 2.8 it yields

Ĥψ(r,R) = Eψ(r,R) (2.16)

i
d

dt
f(t) = Ef(t) (2.17)

2Throughout this work atomic units are used, i.e � = me = e = 4πε0 = 1.
3mα is the nucleus mass.
4Zα is the charge.
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where E is the separation constant. Now the time-dependent part can easily
be solved since it is an ordinary differential equation, hence we have separated
the problem. The wave function Ψ(r,R, t) is obtained from 2.16 and 2.17
hence 2.15 can be written as,

Ψ(r,R, t) = ψ(r,R)e−iEt (2.18)

The solution ψ(r,R) of 2.16 is called stationary, since the expectation values
of the wave function,

|Ψ(r,R, t)|2 = Ψ∗(r,R, t)Ψ(r,R, t)

= eiEtψ∗(r,R)e−iEtψ(r,R)

= ψ∗(r,R)ψ(r,R) (2.19)

and the Hamiltonian operator

〈Ψ|Ĥ |Ψ〉 =

∫
Ψ∗(r,R)ĤΨ(r,R)

=

∫
eiEtψ∗(r,R)Ĥe−iEtψ(r,R)

=

∫
ψ∗(r,R)Ĥψ(r,R) (2.20)

are time independent, as shown above. Even though the solutions to 2.16 are
stationary the particles are not, due to equation 2.17.

2.1.3 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

The momentum of electrons and nucleus are of the same order but there is a
large difference (1 ∼ 104) in masses between the nuclei and the fast moving
electrons. This implies that there must be a large difference in speed between
them. It is therefore logical to assume, that for each new configuration of
the nucleus the fast moving electrons will immediately orient themselves into
the lowest energy configuration. That is, we can approximate the electrons as
being dependent on the nucleus solely and regard the nucleus as fixed with
respect to the electrons. To be able to use this fact we want to separate the
Hamiltonian operator 2.9 into one electron and one nuclear dependent part,
that is.

Ĥ = Ĥe(r) + Ĥn(R) (2.21)
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If we now assume that the time independent wave function can be separated
in

ψ(r,R) = ψe(r)ψn(R) (2.22)

where ψe(r) and ψn(R) is the eigenfunction of Ĥe and Ĥn with eigenvalues
Ee and En respectively. Then we have

Ĥψ(r,R) = (Ĥe + Ĥn)ψe(r)ψn(R)

= Ĥeψe(r)ψn(R) + Ĥnψe(r)ψn(R)

= Eeψe(r)ψn(R) + Enψe(r)ψn(R)

= (Ee + En)ψe(r)ψn(R)

= Eψ(r,R) (2.23)

Hence the eigenfunctions of Ĥ are the product of the eigenfunctions of Ĥe and
Ĥn, eigenvalues are the corresponding sum. If we now examine the Hamilto-
nian operator 2.9 we notice

V̂ne(r,R) = −
∑

i

∑
α

Zα

|Rα − ri| (2.24)

to be the only operator that prevents us from performing a nice and clean
separation, as suggested in 2.22. Despite this fact we can regard 2.24 as being
dependent on R parametrically, as reasoned in the beginning of this section.
The separation of the wave function suggested in 2.22 would then be written
as

ψ(r,R) = ψe(r;R)ψn(R) (2.25)

Since we treat R as a parameter a new Hamiltonian operator can be con-
structed where V̂nn(R) and T̂n(R) are neglected. They can be regarded as
constants and by that only result in a constant shift of the eigenvalues. This
results in the so called electronic Hamiltonian for a fixed nuclear configuration,

Ĥe = T̂e(r) + V̂ee(r) + V̂ne(r;R) (2.26)

which then gives the corresponding electronic Schrödinger equation

Ĥeψe(r;R) = Eeψe(r;R) (2.27)
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Before we go any further we must investigate how T̂n acts on ψe(r;R)ψn(R).
Writing out the kinetic energy equations of the nucleus using the product rule

T̂nψe(r;R)ψn(R) = −
∑
α

�2

2mα
ψe(r;R)∇2

αψn(R)

−
∑
α

�
2

2mα
ψn(R)∇2

αψe(r;R)

−
∑
α

�
2

2mα
∇αψe(r;R)∇αψn(R) (2.28)

The contributions from the last two terms in 2.285 has typically the form of
1

2mα
∇2

αψe(r;R) [1]. ∇iψe(r;R) and ∇αψe(r;R) are of the same order, due
to the fact that they operate over approximately the same dimension. The
former is ψe(r;R)pe where pe is the momentum of an electron. Thus we have

1
2mα

∇2
αψe(r;R) ≈ p2

e

2mα
= me

2mα
Ee, hence the big differences in the coefficients

me/mα ≈ 10−4. The two last terms of 2.28 ∇2
αψ(r;R) and ∇αψ(r;R) can

be dropped from the nucleus kinetic energy which results in the following
approximation

T̂nψe(r;R)ψn(R) ≈ ψe(r;R)T̂nψn(R) (2.29)

The kinetic energy of the electrons is easily verified as

T̂eψe(r;R)ψn(R) = ψn(R)T̂eψe(r;R) = − �
2

2me

∑
i

ψn(R)∇2
iψe(r;R) (2.30)

If we now consider the full Hamiltonian operator 2.9 applied on 2.25 we get

Ĥψe(r;R)ψn(R) =
(
Ĥe + V̂nn + T̂n

)
ψe(r;R)ψn(R) (2.31)

and after rewriting the right hand side

Ĥψe(r;R)ψn(R) =
(
Ĥe + V̂nn

)
ψe(r;R)ψn(R) + T̂nψe(r;R)ψn(R) (2.32)

Now inserting the right hand sides of the time independent Schrödinger equa-
tions 2.8 and 2.27, and the approximation suggested in 2.29

ψe(r;R)T̂nψn(R) + (Ee + V̂nn)ψe(r;R)ψn(R) = Eψe(r;R)ψn(R) (2.33)

5Here written without using atomic units to emphasize the difference in masses.
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division by ψe(r;R) results in,(
T̂n + V̂nn +Ee

)
ψn(R) = Eψn(R) (2.34)

for simplicity lets define

Ĥn = T̂n + V̂nn + Ee (2.35)

Hence, we have derived an expression that describes how the nucleus move in
the potential set up by the electrons. As stated in the beginning of this section
the large difference in masses 1 ∼ 104 enable us to fixate the nucleus and by
that separate the wave function and the Hamilton operator. The electronic
Schrödinger equation

Ĥeψe(r;R) = Eeψe(r;R) (2.36)

is first solved for a given set of nuclear coordinates, then 2.35 and the Ee

obtained from 2.36 are used to solve

Ĥnψn(R) = Eψn(R) (2.37)

and by this obtain the total wave function describing the system. By ap-
plying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation one looses the electron-phonon
interaction.

2.1.4 The Variation Principle

According to the second and third postulates of 2.1.1 the wave function Ψ can
be expressed as Ψ =

∑n
i ciψi and it has the property 〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 1. If we now

consider

〈Ψ|Ĥ|Ψ〉 =
n∑
i

n∑
j

c∗i 〈ψi|Ĥ|ψj〉cj

=

n∑
i

n∑
j

c∗i cjEj〈ψi|ψj〉

=
n∑
i

|ci|2Ei

≥ E0

n∑
i

|ci|2 (2.38)
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According to the fifth postulate of 2.1.1 |ci|2 is the probability of finding the
eigenvalue λi corresponding to some observable, hence

∑n
i |ci|2 = 1 and

E0 ≤ 〈Ψ|Ĥ|Ψ〉 (2.39)

This guarantees that any arbitrary chosen wave function Ψ will always yield an
energy larger than the ground state energy, E0. By using a test wave function
an upper bound for the ground state energy can be found. With this fact one
can minimize 〈Ψ|Ĥ |Ψ〉 with respect to the desired parameters, e.g position of
atoms.

2.1.5 Identical Particles

Symmetries are a consequence of quantum mechanics. Consider a system of
two identical particles, represented by a wave function Ψ(r1, r2). Hence the
operator P̂ , that exchange two particles,

P̂Ψ(r1, r2) = Ψ(r2, r1) (2.40)

These particles are identical and the system must therefore be unchanged
under this operation, hence we have

Ψ(r2, r1) = cΨ(r1, r2) (2.41)

Using 2.40 equation 2.41 can be written as,

P̂Ψ(r1, r2) = cΨ(r1, r2) (2.42)

and Ψ(r1, r2) must be an eigenfunction or eigenstate of the particle exchange
operator. Clearly (P̂ )2 must be an identity operator which yields the equation
P̂ (P̂Ψ(r1, r2)) = c2Ψ(r1, r2) = Ψ(r1, r2) and we have c = ±1. A wave function
with spin included, must be either symmetric or antisymmetric under the ex-
change of two of its particles. This principal is the so called Pauli Exclusion
Principle.

2.1.6 Spin

To be able to conclude which identical particles have symmetric or antisym-
metric wave functions we have to include spin. Spin is the intrinsic angular
momentum S = (Sx, Sy, Sz), which follows the commutation relations

[Sx, Sy] = i�Sz, [Sy, Sz] = i�Sx, [Sx, Sz] = i�Sy (2.43)
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where [A,B] = A−B. Now lets define the square of the total spin

S2 = S2
x + S2

y + S2
z (2.44)

which commute with Sx, Sy and Sz, i.e

[S2, Sx] = 0, [S2, Sy] = 0, [S2, Sz] = 0 (2.45)

We also define

S± = Sx ± iSy (2.46)

which commutes with S2, [S2, S±] = 0, but not with Sz hence [Sz, S±] = �S±.
If S2 and Sz have the same eigenfunction f then S±f is also eigenfunction of
S2 and Sz according to

S2(S±f) = S±(S2f) = S±(λf) = λ(S±f) (2.47)

which implies that with an eigenvalue λ, S±f is an eigenfunction of S2. Now
consider Sz,

Sz(S±f) = (SzS± − S±Sz)f + S±f

= ±�S±f + S±(μf)

= (μ± �)S±f (2.48)

Hence S±f is an eigenfunction of Sz with a new eigenvalue μ ± �. So by
applying S± we either add or subtract � from the eigenvalue of Sz. Now since
the equation S2 = S2

x+S2
y +S2

z depends on Sz the the square of the eigenvalues
of Sz can never exceed the maximum eigenvalue of S2. Therefore there must
be a largest number of times, s, we can add � to μ. Let �s be that eigenvalue
and notice that S2 can be written as

S2 = S±S∓ + S2
z ∓ �Sz (2.49)

Then using the eigenfunction fmax associated with the maximum eigenvalue
�s of Sz together with fact that S+fmax must be zero we can write

S2fmax = (S±S∓ + S2
z ∓ �Sz)fmax

= (0 + (�s)2 + �
2s)fmax

= �
2s(s+ 1)fmax (2.50)
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Hence,

λ = �
2s(s+ 1) (2.51)

which determines the eigenvalues of S2 in terms of its maximum eigenvalue of
Sz. Following the same principle but from below with k playing the role as s
one obtains

λ = �
2k(k − 1) (2.52)

Comparing 2.51 and 2.52 results in

s(s+ 1) = k(k − 1) (2.53)

identifications the coefficients revels that either k = s+ 1 or k = −s but since
k < s by definition we must have k = −s as the only relevant solution. Clearly
the eigenvalues of Sz are of the form �ms where ms runs from k to s in N
integer steps, hence s=k+N=-s+N which implies,

s = N/2 (2.54)

So s must be either an integer or an half integer,

s = 0,
1

2
, 1,

3

2
, . . . (2.55)

and

ms = −s,−s+ 1, . . . , s− 1, s (2.56)

The fact is that each type of particle has one specific value of s, which we call
the spin of that particle species.

Spin 1
2

Spin 1
2 is very important since it is the spin of electrons neutrons and protons,

we will therefor study it a little bit further. As reasoned above the eigenfunc-
tions is characterized by the two numbers s and ms. By defining a ket-vector
as |s ms〉 the eigenvalue equations will look like

S2
�s(s+ 1)|s ms〉 (2.57)

and

Sz�ms|s ms〉 (2.58)
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For the spin 1
2 case we just have two spin states |12 1

2 〉 and |12 − 1
2 〉 which

are called spin up and spin down respectively. They are often referred to as
↑ for up and ↓ for down. Returning to the question about symmetric and
antisymmetric wave functions it turns out that we can classify the particles
according to their spin as follows.

Fermions

Identical particles with spin 1
2 ,

3
2 , . . . are described by antisymmetric wave

functions, i.e the total wave function changes sign if two such particles ex-
change coordinates and spin with each other. Examples are electrons and
protons

Bosons

Identical particles with spin 0, 1, 2 . . . are described by symmetric wave func-
tions, i.e the sign of the total wave function is unchanged under exchange
of coordinates and spin of two such particles. Examples are photons and
α-particles

2.1.7 Pauli Exclusion Principle

A direct consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle is the restriction on
how many electrons that can occupy the same state. A simple derivation of
the Pauli exclusion principle runs as follows. Assume that two electron with
spatial wave function ψ1(r1) and ψ2(r2) have the same spin. We can then
always choose the z-direction such that their joint spin state are ↑↑. Then
the Pauli exclusion principle states that the overall wave function must be
antisymmetric if these two particles interchange, i.e

Ψ(r1, r2) = ψ1(r1)ψ2(r2) − ψ1(r2)ψ1(r1) (2.59)

But if ψ1 and ψ2 are the same wave function Ψ(r1, r2) = 0 for all possible
choices of r1 and r2 therefore such a state does not exist. If the two electrons
have different spin their spin state would never be ↑↑, and the argument fails.
It follows that if two electrons occupy the same spatial orbital they must be
paired i.e have opposite spins (↑↓). Hence every orbital are at most doubly
occupied. The Pauli exclusion principle is an important law of nature, it
is ultimately responsible for the stability of matter. In an atom, the Pauli
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exclusion principle prevents all of the electrons from falling into the lowest
energy level. It states that the symmetry or antisymmetry under interchange
of two particles is characteristic for the particles.

2.1.8 Orbitals

Solving the Schrödinger equations in spherical coordinates for a hydrogen atom
results in a wave function ψnlm(r, θ, φ) dependent on three quantum numbers
(n,l,m) where n is called the called the shell, l the angular momentum and m
the magnetic quantum number. The different types of spatial wave functions
are labeled by their one electron orbital name, s (for “sharp” l=0), p (for
“principal” l=1), d (for “diffuse” l=2) and f (for “fundamental” l=3) after
that the alphabet continuous and there are no more interesting names. For
carbon the ground state configuration would be written as

(1s)2(2s)2(2p)2 (2.60)

this tells us that there are 2 electrons (the exponent) in the (1,0,0) orbital. 2
electron in the orbital (2,0,0), and finally two electrons in some combinations
of (2,1,-1), (2,1,0) or (2,1,1) orbitals. The order of which these orbitals de-
scribe the ground state is not straightforward due to the increased screening
effect of nucleus by the innermost electrons. The outer electrons does not
“see” the nucleus, just an effective charge, and therefore the next orbital with
lowest energy may be in the next shell (n) and not just increase the angular
momentum (l), since the energy increase with l also. The screening effect is,
as will be shown later, a very important fact when large modeling problems
are considered.

2.1.9 Basis Sets

To represent molecular orbitals they are expanded in a set of basis functions.
The collection of all basis functions representing the system is then called a
basis set. The choice of functions to construct these basis functions is almost
arbitrary since a bad choice would automatically be canceled out by the vari-
ation principle in the final molecular orbital. On the other hand we must
choose functions that actually do something, and exclude bad ones since more
basis functions result in increased computation time. Almost all basis sets are
based on some the following three functions
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• Plan waves: eikr

• Slater orbitals: e−cr

• Gaussian orbitals: e−cr2

The first of these three functions originates from solid state physics where
periodic systems are considered, basically a Fourier expansion. Slater type
orbitals comes from the wave functions of the hydrogen atom,

Ψnlm(r, θ, φ) =

√(
2

na

)3 (n− l − 1)!

2n(n+ l)!)3
e−r/na

(
2r

na

)
Ll2+1

n−l−1

(
2r

na

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rln

Y m
l (θ, ψ)

(2.61)
where

Y m
l (θ, φ) = ε

√
(2l + 1)(l − |m|)!

4π(l + |m|)! eimφPm
l (cos(θ)) (2.62)

is the so called spherical harmonics and Pm
l (cos(θ)) is a associated Legendre

function. The numbers n,l and m are quantum numbers (same as in 2.1.8)
defined as l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 and m = −l,−l + 1, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , l − 1, l
ε = −1 if m ≥ 0 and ε = 1 if m < 0. We also for simplicity defined a = 4πε0�2

me2 .
The radial part of 2.61 Rnl(r) consists of an associated Laguerre polynomial
in r multiplied with e−r/na. Slater proposed the use of the spherical harmonics
and the exponential term as basis functions. The drawback with the proposed
Slater Type Orbitals (STO) is the integrals, which are hard to calculate i.e very
time consuming. Another approach where suggested by Frank Boys, Gaussian
Type Orbitals (GTO), i.e use e−r2

instead of the Slater type based on e−r.
The integrals of the latter types of orbitals are much simpler, i.e they can
be written analytically. Unfortunately GTO:s does not describe the electron
density as well as STO:s due to the soft appearance near zero. On the other
hand we can afford to use more of them which compensate for that problem.
Hence we define the basis function as a sum of Gaussian functions

c1e
−b1r2

+ c2e
−b2r2

+ c3e
−b3r2

(2.63)

where the values of b and c are fixed and not subject to change during the
calculations. There are several ways to find the value of these constants, one
is to do a least square fitting to the corresponding STO. See [2] for further
information.
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2.1.10 Exchange Force

If there is an overlap in the wave functions between two identical particles two
bosons would be subjected to attracting force and fermions a repelling. This
is not an actual force just a geometrical phenomena caused by the symmetry
requirement. Never the less it has real consequences, this is called the exchange
force. Hence a hydrogen molecule, if the electrons were bosons they would
attract via the exchange force and place themselves between the nucleus, i.e
contribute to bonding of the molecule. Electrons are not bosons but fermions
so there exchange force would be repulsing and hence tear the molecule apart.
To solve this dilemma spin must be included since it is not just the spatial
wave functions that has to be antisymmetric but the whole complete state of
the electrons which includes spin also. Hence the hydrogen would be joined
by two electrons with symmetric wave functions but with different spins, i.e
there total spin is zero.

2.1.11 Slater Determinants

Lets define Spin orbitals χ as the joint spin-space state

χ1(1) = ψ(r1)α(1) (2.64)

and

χ2(1) = ψ(r1)β(1) (2.65)

where α and β represents the spin state up and down respectively. χ(1) is
referring to the state of electron with spatial position r1. For a s-orbital
electron with spin up we then have

χ1(1) = ψs1(r1)α(1) (2.66)

Lets consider the Helium atom with its two electron configuration. We have
two wave functions ψ(r1) and ψ(r2) describing the spatial part of the electron
orbitals, hence the four spin orbitals

χ1(1) = ψs1(r1)α(1) (2.67)

χ1(2) = ψs1(r2)α(2) (2.68)

χ2(1) = ψs1(r1)β(1) (2.69)

χ2(2) = ψs1(r2)β(2) (2.70)
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According to the Pauli principle interchanging coordinates of two wave func-
tion must be an antisymmetric operation, so also interchanging of the the spin.
Hence this principle must also apply to the spin orbitals, a way of writing the
overall antisymmetric wave function including spin is

Ψ = ψs1(r1)ψs1(r2) (α(1)β(2) − α(2)β(1))

= ψs1(r1)α(1)ψs1(r2)β(2) − ψs1(r1)α(2)ψs1(r2)β(1)

= χ1(1)χ2(2) − χ1(2)χ2(1) (2.71)

This can be written as a 2 × 2 matrix determinant

Ψ =

∣∣∣∣χ1(1) χ2(1)
χ1(2) χ2(2)

∣∣∣∣ (2.72)

This approach can be extended to include more spin orbitals and by that form
a Slater determinant.

Ψ =
1√
n!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(1) χ2(1) . . . χn(1)
χ1(2) χ2(2) . . . χn(2)

...
...

. . .
...

χ1(n) χ2(n) . . . χn(n)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.73)

The interchange of two rows represents an interchange of two electrons, the
mathematical rules of determinants then results in a change of sign of Ψ,
exactly as desired. Two equal rows will make the determinant to vanish, rep-
resenting two electrons occupying the same spin as well as the same spatial
coordinates. Clearly the Slater determinant captures the essential antisym-
metric behavior according to the Pauli principle and the exclusion principle.

2.2 Hartree-Fock Based Methods

The main purpose of applied quantum mechanics is to solve the non-relativistic
time-independent Schrödinger equation, and in particular calculate the elec-
tronic structure of molecules. To do this computers are essential since algebraic
calculations can only take us so far. Using the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
mation we want to solve the Schrödinger equation for a fixed configuration of
nucleus i.e

Ĥψ(r;R) = E(R)ψ(r;R) (2.74)
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To do so we assume that the true electronic wave function ψ is similar to the
wave function ψ̃ where we have disregarded the presence of electron-electron
potential energy. That is ψ̃ is the solution to H̃ψ̃(r;R) = Ẽ(R)ψ̃(r;R) where
we have defined H̃ =

∑n hi and hi as the core Hamiltonian of electron i.
Introducing spin orbital χa(xi;R), xi represent the joint spatial and spin state
of electron i at ri. Writing the wave function as a Slater determinant yields,

ψ̃(x;R) =
1√
n!

det |χa(1)χb(2) . . . χz(n)| (2.75)

This leads up to a set of Hartree-Fock equations

f1χa(x1;R) = εaχa(x1;R) (2.76)

where χa(x1;R) has an arbitrary electron assigned to it, εa the orbital energy
of that spin orbital. The Fock operator f1, is defined as follows,

f1 = h1 +
∑

k

(Jk(1) −Kk(1)) (2.77)

where Jk represents the Coulomb and Kk is the exchange operator. They are
defined as

Jk(1)χb(x1;R) =

(∫
χ∗

k(x2;R)
1

|r1 − r2|χk(x2;R)dx2

)
χb(x1;R) (2.78)

and

Kk(1)χb(x1;R) =

(∫
χ∗

k(x2;R)
1

|r1 − r2|χb(x2;R)dx2

)
χk(x1;R) (2.79)

χa can be expanded by introducing a basis

χa(x;R) =

n∑
k=1

ckaξa (2.80)

which introduced into 2.76 yields,

f1

n∑
k=1

ckaξk = εa

n∑
k=1

ckaξk (2.81)
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multiplying by ξ∗l from the left

n∑
k=1

ckaξ
∗
l f1ξk = εa

n∑
k=1

ckaξ
∗
l ξk (2.82)

and then integrating over r1 results in

n∑
k=1

cka

∫
ξ∗l f1ξkdr1 = εa

n∑
k=1

cka

∫
ξ∗l ξkdr1 (2.83)

This can be simplified by writing the integrals as Flk and Slk

n∑
k=1

ckaFlk = εa

n∑
k=1

ckaSlk (2.84)

Hence since a = 1, . . . , n and l = 1, . . . , n we can write the equations on matrix
form as

FC = SCε (2.85)

where Flk is the n × n Fock matrix and Slk the n × n overlap matrix. If we
choose ξ to be an orthonormal basis S will be diagonal, hence to solve 2.85 we
have to find a C thats diagonalizes F . If the basis for ξ is not orthogonal we
have to first diagonalize the overlap matrix S, that is, find X such that

X∗SX = I (2.86)

Applying this matrix equation to 2.85 and letting C = XC ′ results in

FXC ′ = XC ′ε (2.87)

C ′∗X∗FXC ′ = ε (2.88)

Hence to calculate C we need to diagonalize C ′. The matrix elements of F
consists of a massive number of two electron integrals,

〈ij|kl〉 =

∫ ∫
χ∗

i (x1;R)χ∗
j (x2;R)

1

|r1 − r2|χk(x1;R)χl(x2;R)dx1dx2 (2.89)

Calculations of these two electron integrals will be the dominating part of
an Hartree-Fock implementation. Moreover this method does not take into
account the electron correlations effects from the fact that two electrons cor-
relate their movements. To account for these effects one has to use methods
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like MP2, which are discussed later (see section 2.2.2). The Hartree-Fock
method presented here applies only to a closed shell system, i.e the electrons
are paired and each pair is assigned a set of molecular orbitals. This method
called closed shell or Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF). In the case where we
have an odd number of electrons we have an open shell system, which de-
mands a somewhat different approach.

2.2.1 Open Shell Systems

A straightforward way to the open shell problem is to pair up as many electrons
as possible. Resulting, in most cases, in just one unpaired electron with a
different energy. This is called a single degenerated system, or a doublet.
A system with two unpaired electrons is called a triplet. This naming is a
little bit strange but it originates from the multiplicity, not from the number
of unpaired electrons. A singlet (no unpaired electrons) has multiplicity 1,
a doublet multiplicity 2 and a triplet 3. One of the methods for treating
such unpaired systems is Restricted Open Shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) method.
ROHF is implemented in software such as NWChem and Gaussian. Pople
and Nesbet proposed an alternative method called Unrestricted Hartree-Fock
(UHF). In principle the UHF method assigns a different set of orbitals to the
electrons with spin ↑ and another for the electrons with spin ↓. It is easier to
use UHF than ROHF as basis for further calculations such as Moller-Plesset
2.2.2 based methods. On the other hand there is a disadvantages with the
UHF over the ROHF method since it overestimates the value of

〈S2〉 = S(S + 1) (2.90)

where S = number of unpaired electrons× 1
2 . For a system with one unpaired

electron (doublet) S = 1
2 and hence 〈S2〉 = S(S + 1) = 0.75 UHF will often

gives values above 0.8. This high value represents a combination of doublet
and states of higher multiplicity. Fortunately these states can be projected
out. One should be aware of the value of 〈S2〉. For a doublet it should not be
over 0.8 before projection and below 0.76 after, otherwise the results of the
calculations may be incorrect.

2.2.2 Moller-Plesset Methods

The Hartree-Fock method has a drawback, it does not correctly treat the cor-
relations between electrons. The electrons are supposed to move in an average
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potential set up by the other electrons. The electron positions are not affected
by the position of any other electrons just the average potential. It is a known
fact that the electrons correlate their movements to avoid each other. The
correlation energy is defined as the difference between the exact energy and
the Hartree-Fock energy. Of course this neglection of the correlation causes
problems, hence the example of aH2 molecule where the electrons would spend
equal amount of time on both nuclei, even when they are infinitely separated.
In 1933 Moller and Plesset derived an application of perturbation theory to
the molecule and correlations problem. This method is known as MPn, where
n is the level of perturbation often 2 or 4 seldom more. A perturbation method
is a theory that uses the fact that if we know the solution to an almost iden-
tical problem a solution to the desired problem would be similar. In the case
of molecular and correlation problem there are no known solution, since the
Hartree-Fock solution is an approximation to the exact Hamiltonian operator.
However if we turn the problem up side down, the approximate solution is an
exact solution to an approximative Hamiltonian operator, which is the sum of
Fock operators for each electron. The perturbation is the difference between
this approximate Hamiltonian and the exact. We regard the Hartree-Fock
solution as the zero order term, which is the sum of orbital energies. The
first order correction to the energy is the two-electron integrals that correct
the sum of orbital energies to give the normal Hartree-Fock energy. The sec-
ond order correction term gives us MP2. As more corrections is added we
get MP3, MP4 and so on, more than MP4 is rarely evaluated since as more
corrections are added the time complexity increases by about a power each
time. In the next chapter another method is presented that allow studies of
systems of hundreds of atoms on the same level of accuracy as MP2, called
density functional theory.
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Chapter 3

Density Functional Theory

In the previous chapter the basic principle of quantum mechanics where pre-
sented as well as an introduction to the many body particle problem by the
usage of the Hartree-Fock approach. In this chapter we present the basics be-
hind an alternative approach to the many body particle problem, the density
functional theory (DFT). In this method we use the fact that the ground state
of a system is fully determined by the electronic density. Hence the electron
density play the central role rather than the many electron wave function.

3.1 Density Functional Theory

In this section we describe the basic theorems behind the density functional
theory. DFT allow us to find the ground state energy without treatment of
the full wave function, thus drastically reduce the computational time. DFT
includes both correlation and exchange forces, hence it is on the same level
of theory as MP2. Since electron density is used the computable model size
increases beyond the limitations of full wave function methods such as the
Hartree-Fock based methods.
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3.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 2.1.3 we treated the electrons as
moving in a static potential set up by the nucleus. The electron Hamiltonian
derived in 2.26 had the form

Ĥe = T̂e(r) + V̂ee(r) + V̂ne(r;R) (3.1)

we rewrite V̂ne(r;R) as Vext(r)
1 i.e

Vext(r) =
∑
α

Zα

|rα − r| (3.2)

and
V̂ext(r) =

∑
i

Vext(ri) (3.3)

for simplification the nuclear positions R are not written out as an argument
to V̂ext since they are treated as constants according to the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. Te(r) + Vee(r) are the same for all N-electron system so the
ground state determined by the corresponding Schrödinger equation 3.1 must
therefore be entirely determined by the number of electrons N and the external
potential V̂ne. The ground state of this Hamiltonian then give us the ground
state electron density ρ0(r) and its corresponding density operator ρ̂,

ρ0(r) = 〈Ψ0|ρ̂|Ψ0〉 =

∫ N∏
i=2

|Ψ(r)|2dri (3.4)

These are functionals of the number of electrons. Hohenberg and Kohn in-
troduced the density functional theory in 1964 in [3] where they made two
fundamental statements.

• The external potential Vext(r) is uniquely determined by the correspond-
ing ground state electron density, within a trivial additive constant

For all densities ρ(r) which are ground states for some external potential V (r),
Te[ρ] + Vee[ρ] = 〈Ψ|T̂e + V̂ee|Ψ〉 is unique and well defined. Assume that V (r)
is unrelated to the true external potential Vext(r) we can then define

EV [ρ] = Te[ρ] + Vee[ρ] +

∫
V (r)ρ(r) (3.5)

1ext stands for external
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This stands as an analogy of the variation principle 2.1.4 i.e,

〈Ψ|Ĥ|Ψ〉 =

∫
ρ(r)V (r)dr + Te[ρ] + Vee[ρ] = EV [ρ] ≥ E0[ρ] (3.6)

Note here that it is assumed that ρ determines its own external potential Vext,
and ground state Ψ according to the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem. From 3.6
the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem follows,

• For a trivial density ρ(r), such that ρ(r) ≥ 0 and
∫
ρ(r) = N ,

E0 ≤ EV [ρ] (3.7)

where EV [ρ] is the energy functional defined in 3.5 and E0 the ground
state energy for N electrons in the external potential V (r).

To prove this let Ψ̃0 be a test function for a problem with an external potential
V (r), which results in

E0 < 〈Ψ̃0|Ĥ|Ψ̃0〉 = 〈Ψ̃0|H̃|Ψ̃0〉 + 〈Ψ̃0|(Ĥ − H̃)|Ψ̃0〉
= Ẽ0 +

∫
ρ0(r)[Vext(r) − Ṽext(r)] (3.8)

Now lets use Ψ0 as a test function and apply the Hamiltonian H̃, hence E0 =
〈Ψ0|Ĥ|Ψ0〉 and Ẽ0 = 〈Ψ̃0|H̃|Ψ̃0〉.

Ẽ0 < 〈Ψ0|H̃|Ψ0〉 = 〈Ψ0|Ĥ|Ψ0〉 + 〈Ψ0|(H̃ − Ĥ)|Ψ0〉
= E0 −

∫
ρ0(r)[Vext(r) − Ṽext(r)] (3.9)

Adding equation 3.8 and 3.9 results in

E0 + Ẽ0 < E0 + Ẽ0 (3.10)

a contradiction. Therefore there can never be two external potentials that both
have the lowest ground state energy hence the ground state density determines
the external potential at least within a constant. Thus the first Hohenberg-
Kohn theorem is proved The second theorem follows from the first since a
given density ρ(r) determines its own external potential and ground state and
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if this ground state is taken as a test function to the Hamiltonian with external
potential V (r), we have by the variational principle

〈Ψ|Ĥ |Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|F̂ |Ψ〉 + 〈Ψ|V̂ |Ψ〉 = F [ρ(r)] +

∫
V (r)ρ(r)dr = EV [ρ(r)] ≤ E0

(3.11)
and the second theorem is proved. Equality holds only for non-degenerated
systems if Ψ is the ground state wave function of the external potential V (r).
Thus the external potential and the number of electrons determine the ground
state properties. The constraint that

∫
ρ(r)dr = N together with the assump-

tion that EV [ρ] is differentiable yields the following equation

δ

(
EV [ρ] − μ

(∫
ρ(r)dr −N

))
= 0 (3.12)

where μ is introduced as a Lagrange multiplier. 3.12 can be simplified to the
following Euler-Lagrange equation

μ =
δ EV [ρ]

δ ρ(r)
= V (r) +

δ Te[ρ]

δ ρ(r)
+
δ Vee[ρ]

δ ρ(r)
(3.13)

μ is called the chemical potential, see [4] for more details.

3.1.2 Kohn-Sham Equation

In [5] Kohn and Sham treated equation 3.12 like this

δ

(
EV [ρ] − μ

(∫
ρ(r)dr −N

))
= 0 (3.14)

δ

(
F [ρ] +

∫
Vext(r)ρ(r)dr − μ

(∫
ρ(r)dr −N

))
= 0 (3.15)

and then separated F [ρ] into

F [ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
1

2

∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r − r′| drr
′ + Exc[ρ] (3.16)

where Ts[ρ] defined as the kinetic energy of a non-interacting electron gas of
density ρ(r). The second term in 3.16 is the classical electrostatic Hartree
energy, the last term is the exchange and correlation. The goal with this
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separation is that the first two terms are fairly simple. The last term which
contains the difference between a non interacting system and an interacting
and the non classical electrostatic interaction energy only contributes with a
small fraction to the total energy and it can be approximated surprisingly well.
3.15 can by the use of 3.16 be written as

δ Ts[ρ]

δ ρ(r)
+

∫
ρ(r′)

|r− r′|dr
′ + Vxc(r) + Vext(r) = μ (3.17)

Notice that this equation describes a non-interacting system of particles mov-
ing in an external Kohn-Sham potential Vks(r) defined as

Vks(r) =

∫
ρ(r′)

|r− r′|dr
′ + Vxc(r) + Vext(r) (3.18)

where the exchange-correlation potential is

Vxc(r) =
δ Exc[ρ]

δ ρ(r)
(3.19)

calculations of Vks from the electron density can be now be done by,

Vks[ρ] =

∫
Vks(r)ρ(r)dr (3.20)

Since 3.17 describes a non interacting system of particles in the external poten-
tial Vks(r) we can introduce Vks(r) into the one electron Schrödinger equation
to find the ground state electron density ρ0.(

−1

2
∇2 + Vks(r)

)
ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (3.21)

From this the density can be calculated by considering

ρ(r) = 2

N/2∑
i=1

|ψi(r)|2 (3.22)

It should be mentioned here that ψi are not real orbitals, and they do not
correspond to real orbitals. They are just a transformation from kinetic energy
to density. It should also be mentioned that only spin polarized systems is
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considered here, hence the N/2 term in the summation. The kinetic energy
for this type of system can be calculated,

Ts[ρ] = 〈ψ|T̂e|ψ〉 = −
N/2∑
i=1

∫
ψ∗

i (r)∇2ψi(r)dr (3.23)

By the variational principle we can construct a self consistent approach, where
an initial electron density guess is evaluated and a new constructed until con-
vergence is achieved. This in can be done by noticing the similarities between
3.21 and the Hartree-Fock equation 2.76. The equation 3.21 is much simpler
since it operates over a different domain, r in stead of the positions of all elec-
trons. Hence ψi can be expanded, as in the Hartree-Fock case, by introducing
a basis set ξi,

ψi(r;R) =
n∑

k=1

ckiξi (3.24)

which introduced into 3.21 yields,(
−1

2
∇2 + Vks(r)

) n∑
k=1

ckiξk = εi

n∑
k=1

ckiξk (3.25)

Multiplying by ξ∗l from the left

n∑
k=1

ckiξ
∗
l

(
−1

2
∇2 + Vks(r)

)
ξk = εi

n∑
k=1

ckiξ
∗
l ξk (3.26)

and then integrating over r results in

n∑
k=1

cki

∫
ξ∗l

(
−1

2
∇2 + Vks(r)

)
ξkdr = εi

n∑
k=1

cki

∫
ξ∗l ξkdr (3.27)

Writing the integrals as Flk and Slk

n∑
k=1

ckiFlk = εa

n∑
k=1

ckiSlk (3.28)

Hence the analogy to the n×n Fock matrix and Slk the n×n overlap matrix,
in the Hartree-Fock case. Here Flk is called Kohn-Sham matrix. We are, by
the summation to have n equation we can rewrite it on matrix form.

FC = SCε (3.29)
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If we choose ξ to be an orthonormal basis, S will be diagonal. It is not ob-
vious that a orthogonal basis is a better choice, on the contrary, it may lead
to numerical instabilities and other problems. Another approach is the use of
normalized nonorthogonal bases, which implies that we have to solve a gener-
alized eigenvalue problem, on the other hand these algorithms are numerically
stable. If the basis ξ is not orthogonal we have to diagonalize the overlap
matrix S, that is, find X such that

X∗SX = I (3.30)

Applying this matrix equation to 3.29 and letting C = XC ′ results in

FXC ′ = XC ′ε (3.31)

C ′∗X∗FXC ′ = ε (3.32)

Hence to calculate C we need to diagonalize C ′. The problem is that F is
dependent on the orbitals which is solved through an iterative process. The
matrix elements of F consists of a massive number of integrals,

〈ij|kl〉 =

∫ ∫
ψ∗

i ψ
∗
j

(
−1

2
∇2 + Vks(r)

)
ψkψldx1dx2 (3.33)

This is similar to the calculations of the two electron integral in the Hartree-
Fock method, but simpler in some sense. A direct summation of the one-
electron eigenvalues for this non-interacting system

2

N/2∑
i=1

εi = Ts[ρ] +

∫
ρ(r′)

|r − r′|dr
′ −
∫
ρ(r)Vxc(r)dr −

∫
ρ(r)Vext(r)dr (3.34)

will for an interacting system over-count the exchange-correlation energy and
double counts the Hartree energy, hence the total energy of an interacting
system would be

E = 2

N/2∑
i=1

εi − 1

2

∫
ρ(r′)

|r− r′|dr
′ −
∫
ρ(r)Vxc(r)dr − Exc[ρ] (3.35)

Within this method the electrons move, not just in a potential set up by the
nucleus, but in an effective potential Vks(r) which include electron interac-
tion, in an artificial way. The electron-electron interaction is replaced in the
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Kohn-Shams equation by an interaction with a medium which corresponds
to the electron-electron interaction. The computational effort to solve the
Schrödinger equation for an extended non-interacting system is O(n3) since
we have to diagonalize the Hamiltonian. There exists linear scaling approaches
to this problem see [6] for an overview.

3.1.3 V- and N Representability

A density ρ is V-representable if it is associated with the ground state wave
function of a Hamiltonian of the form 3.1 with some external potential V (r).
Hence there exists densities that are not V-representable. So when we state
the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems in 3.1.1, we actually have to specify that the
densities consider must be V-representable. The variation principle ceases
to apply in the case of non V-representable densities. The condition for a
density to be V-representable is yet unknown, fortunately there exists a weaker
representation simplifying things, N-representability. A density ρ(r) is N-
representable if

ρ(r) ≥ 0 (3.36)∫
ρ(r)dr = N (3.37)∫

|∇ρ(r) 1
2 |2dr ≤ ∞ (3.38)

N- is weaker than V-representation since N- implies V-representation.

3.1.4 Spin Polarized Density Functional Theory

Just as in the Hartree-Fock theory, unpaired electrons must be treated. The
Local Spin Density Functional Theory (LSDFT) is an extension to DFT just
as UHF is to RHF. Within this theory both the spin and the electron density
are treated. The net spin is defined as the difference between the up-spin ρ↑
and the down-spin ρ↓. The total electron density is the sum of each type of
electrons. This results in a set of spin polarized Kohn-Sham equations and
hence two sets of wave functions, one for each spin, as in the UHF theory.

3.1.5 Exchange and Correlation

Up till now we have not mentioned anything about the exchange and corre-
lation term, Exc[ρ]. This term includes all the energy terms which were not
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included by the previous terms, such as.

• Electron exchange force.

• Electron correlation, electron needs to correlate their movements.

• Some kinetic energy to correct the Ts[ρ] to obtain the true kinetic energy
Te[ρ] of a real system.

• Correction of the self interaction introduced by the classical Coulomb
potential.

There are a numerous of ways to define and describe this functional, often,
but not necessary, divided into an exchange and a correlation part,

Exc[ρ] = Ex[ρ] + Ec[ρ] (3.39)

In the local density approximation (LDA), the functionals depends only on
the electron density ρ. The local exchange functional is often defined as

ELDA
x [ρ] = −3

2

(
3

4π

) 1
3
∫
ρ4/3d3r (3.40)

Gradient corrected functionals depends both on ρ and on its gradient ∇ρ.
One gradient corrected version of the local exchange functional was defined
by Becke in 1988,

EB88
x [ρ] = ELDA

x − γ

∫
ρ4/3

(1 + 6γ sinh−1 x)
d3r (3.41)

In our computations in chapter 5 we have also used a hybrid functional called
B3LYP constructed by Becke, Lee, Yang and Parr which consist of

EB3LY P
xc [ρ] = ELDA

x [ρ] + c0(E
HF
x [ρ] − ELDA

x [ρ]) + cxΔEB88
x [ρ]

+ EV MN3
c [ρ] + cc(E

LY P
c [ρ] − EV MN3

c [ρ]) (3.42)

where EHF
x is the Hartree-Fock exchange term, the correlation term EV MN3

c

constructed by Visko, Wilk and Nusair and the ELY P
c was constructed by Lee,

Yang and Parr.
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3.1.6 Local Density Approximation

Some more details about the local density approximations must be mentioned
since it is a remarkable good approximation. As the name states LDA is a
local approximation. It is a approximation to the exchange and correlation
energy, which are approximated by letting each small piece of the space dr take
on the energy it would have if the entire space was filled with that density.
LDA is exact for a slowly varying density, it is not obvious how it can be a
good approximation for the in general fast varying density. The large amount
of good results speaks for the approximation. One thing that contribute to its
success is the sum rule for the true exchange correlation functional is obtained
by the LDA and so must also any extensions with gradient expansion to show
improvements over LDA. The local density approximation underestimates the
exchange energy part with about 10% and overestimates the correlation with
about factor 2-3. But on the other hand correlations energy is about a tenth
of the exchange energy. Thus the total exchange and correlation term is un-
derestimated.

3.1.7 Time Dependent DFT

Since DFT is a ground state theory it can not in it self represent exited states
of a system. However the introduction of time into the system makes it pos-
sible to calculate optical and other properties connected to exited states. The
derivation of the time dependent DFT was done by Rung and Gross in [7]
where they derived a time dependent functional formalism like the one de-
rived by Kohn and Sham in [3, 5]. More information about time dependent
DFT can be found in Freddie Kootstras thesis [8]

3.1.8 A Typical DFT Implementation

To perform a density functional calculations on a molecule the most imple-
mentations are build up something like this.

1. Guess an initial charge density.

2. Put up a grid for charge density and exchange and correlation.

3. Compute the Kohn-Sham matrix and the overlap matrix 3.29.

4. Calculate the coefficients of the expansion.
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5. Compute the new density ρ.

6. If density or energy changes more than a specified value repeat from 3.

7. Calculate the first derivatives of energy and update the atom coordinates.

8. If gradient not converged, i.e to large repeat from 3.

9. Post process the converged data, e.g calculate vibration modes etc.

3.1.9 Performance

Results obtained by DFT with LDA are approximately of MP2 quality, adding
gradient corrected functionals DFT is comparable to MP4 and coupled cluster
methods. DFT scales with the order of basis functions as O(n3) but this is just
the most naive implementation, but it shows a significant basic algorithmic
improvement over the O(n4) for Hartree-Fock methods. See 4.1.1 for a more
detailed discussion about performance and comparison with other methods.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

The continuous development of theory, computers and algorithms pushes the
boundaries of what’s possible to model further and further. In reference [9]
where sodium ethyl xanthate, a molecule containing 12 atoms, was investigated
there is a sentence in the section of conclusion and discussion; “The potassium
salt could not be economically calculated”. This was almost 20 years ago
and today one can easily calculate the geometrically optimized structure and
vibrational modes of potassium ethyl xanthate (see section 5.1). In the present
work it was possible to model, on ab initio level, heptyl xanthate adsorbed on
ZnS surfaces with about 200 atoms using only modest computer resources.

4.1 Our Strategy

Traditionally Hartree-Fock and post Hartree-Fock methods, and more recently
density functional theory, in combination with all electron approaches are used
to calculate chemical properties. However, calculations involving all electrons
are very time consuming. With todays computer resources it is too expen-
sive to calculate properties of atomic systems with more than 50 atoms. To
accurately model adsorption on surfaces about 200 atoms are required. In
computational solid state physics, density functional theory in combinations
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with pseudopotentials is used successfully to model properties of solids and
surfaces. In the present work this method is used and compared with the
more traditional computational chemistry methods and experimental results.
We have used NWChem1 as a reference. NWChem is a program which is
widely used in computational chemistry. For the approach with pseudopo-
tentials we have used Ab Initio Modeling PROgram (AIMPRO)2, see section
4.1.4. We have studied sodium and potassium ethyl/heptyl xanthates focusing
on atomic structure and vibrational modes. The results from the NWChem
calculations where compared to the results obtained from the DFT calcula-
tions with local approximation and pseudopotentials (AIMPRO). The results
from the pseudopotential calculations were in excellent agreement with both
the full electron DFT and MP2 calculations as well as with the experimental
results. In the following sections we compare Hartree-Fock based methods
against DFT. We also show examples of how much faster DFT with the pseu-
dopotential approach actually are compared to the traditional methods. This
is followed by a section describing some of the issues concerning boundary
condition for atomic systems. Finally we give a short introduction to the area
of infrared absorption, which is the experimental method used.

4.1.1 HF versus DFT

Great care should always be taken when choosing methods, basis sets etc,
since modeling large systems can be very time consuming. For instance in
Hartree-Fock calculations the numbers of four center integrals 〈ab|cd〉 scales
by O(n4), where n is the number of basis functions. An example, there are
about 430000 integrals to solve each iteration when studying the 11 atom ethyl
xanthate using the STO-6 basis set, which is a relatively small basis set with
only 43 basis functions. A larger basis, such as the 6-311G**, would result
in 160 basis functions and about 82000000 integrals. These numbers are of
course theoretically since in implementations great care is taken to reduce and
reuse computations. However, they still show how rapidly the size of the prob-
lem increases with the number of basis functions. There are numerous ways
to decrease the numbers of integrals. For example, using the same exponent
in several basis functions, which allow a reduction in the number of integrals

1NWChem, A Computational Chemistry Package for Parallel Computers, Version 4.5”
(2003), Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, Washington 99352-0999, USA.

2A computational Physics/Chemistry package developed by Dr. Patrick Briddon, New-
castle, Prof. Sven Öberg, Lule̊a, and Prof. Robert Jones, Exeter.
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evaluated. One of the most efficient ways to reduce the computational effort
is to efficiently identify integrals which are too small to contribute, i.e can
be regarded as zero. This is done by identifying symmetries, such as mirror
planes, center of inversion etc. This is why quantum mechanical calculations
and group theory are so closely related, group theory is used to identify these
symmetries. To illustrate the computational power needed for different meth-
ods we have listed the total execution time for the geometrical optimization
and calculations of vibrational modes of ethyl xanthate. The actual time in
seconds is not important since it is hardware dependent. However the rela-
tionship between the methods and basis sets are. All these calculations have
been done with NWChem.

Timing
Method Nr of CPU:s Basis set Nr Basis functions Serial wall time

SCF 4 STO-3G 43 8406.0
SCF 4 STO-3G* 43 51485.2
SCF 4 STO-6G 43 30227.6
SCF 4 6-311G 109 38342.4
SCF 4 6-311G* 145 100838.8
SCF 4 6-311G** 160 143920.8
MP2 4 STO-3G 43 25722.0
MP2 4 STO-3G* 43 73971.2
MP2 4 STO-6G 43 109577.6
MP2 4 6-311G 109 217234.8
MP2 4 6-311G* 145 402577.2
MP2 4 6-311G** 160 455127.6

DFT LDA 2 DZVP 106 21408.2
DFT LDA 2 DZVP2 118 95520.0
DFT LDA 2 TZVP 146 146387.4

DFT B3LYP 2 DZVP 106 70467.4
DFT B3LYP 2 DZVP2 118 97347.4
DFT B3LYP 2 TZVP 146 146248.6

Table 4.1: Execution time for geometrical optimization and vibrational mode
calculations of ethyl xanthate.

Since the DFT calculations are done with half the computer capacity the
timing is the theoretical serial wall time, i.e the actual wall time multiplied by
the number of CPU:s. According to this table DFT is not the fastest method
but SCF with STO-3G basis sets are. This since the system is too small to
show any effects the methods time complexity and the DFT basis set contains
more than twice the amount of basis functions. But there is also the question
of accuracy, SCF does not include correlation, to do so one must use the MP2
extension. By doing so one increases the time complexity by approximately
one power. Since DFT has the same level of accuracy as MP2 a fair comparison
would be DFT versus MP2. Such a comparison using the DZVP basis sets
for DFT shows that DFT is about 1.2 times faster than MP2 with the STO-
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3G minimal basis set and 21 times faster than MP2 with the 6-311G** basis
set. The results of the DFT calculations are at the same level of accuracy as
the results from the 6-311G** calculations, with regard to both structure and
vibrational modes. So in essential DFT was, in this case, 21 times faster and
gave the same answer. In comparison to experimental results, DFT calculated
vibrational modes where actually more accurate than the ones calculated with
MP2. One thing must be mentioned in favor of Hartree-Fock based methods,
all Hartree-Fock methods can be driven into absolute convergence, within the
limitations of the method. Thus we can always chose better basis sets and
take more and more determinants into account and by that systematically
improve our result. This type of calculations are extremely time consuming
and can today only be done with a couple of atoms. Unfortunately DFT lacks
this type of systematically improvement of the result. Despite this, it is our
conclusion that if both speed and accuracy are required DFT is the natural
choice. To be able to model really large systems density functional theory on
its own is not enough. The number of basis functions must be reduced, since
all algorithms scales with the size of the basis set. A reduction of the number
of basis functions can be done by the usage of pseudopotentials, which are
discussed in the next section.

4.1.2 All Electron versus Pseudopotentials

In section 5.3 we have compared pseudopotential calculations done with the
AIMPRO software against all electron calculation done by NWChem. The cal-
culations have both been done using DFT and the local density approximation
executed on the same 2 CPU computer. AIMPRO calculated using the cluster
approach, see 4.2.1, the optimized geometrical structure in 310 seconds and
the vibrational modes in 247 seconds of the 11 atom ethyl xanthate molecule.
NWChem did the same calculations in totally 10704 seconds, a difference by a
factor 19. The MP2 calculations mentioned in the previous section, where 21
times slower than the all electron DFT calculation using the same hardware.
Compared to this, DFT in combinations with pseudopotentials are about 400
times faster with maintained level of accuracy. Without the usage of pseu-
dopotentials our further work to model adsorption on surfaces would not be
possible, or at least we are to impatient to wait that long. In the next section
the some issues about the pseudopotential concept is presented.
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4.1.3 The Pseudopotential Concept

The pseudopotential concept was original introduced by Fermi in 1934. The
simple motivation for pseudopotentials is that the valence electrons are largely
responsible for the forming of chemical bonds and most of the other physical
properties. Since the wave functions must be mutually orthogonal and the core
electron wave functions are localized the valence electron wave functions must
oscillate heavily in the core region. Thus a large number of basis functions are
needed to maintain this orthogonality. A way to decrease the number of basis
functions is to replace the strong Coulomb potential and the core electrons
by and effective pseudopotential which is which is much weaker. Then the
valence electrons will be represented by pseudo wave functions, which has
the same characteristics as the full electron wave functions outside a specified
radius. These pseudo wave functions oscillate smoothly in the core region in
side of the specific radius. Thus, a reduction of the number of basis functions
needed to describe the atomic system, thereby contributing to more efficient
computations. The major gain with this method is that larger systems can
be studied, since less computational power is needed for the same amount
of work. A good pseudopotential reproduce the logarithmic derivative of the
wave function and by that the phase shift. This is true if the pseudo wave
functions is norm conserving such that∫ Cut off radius

0
r2R2(r)dr =

∫ Cut off radius

0
r2R2

ps(r)dr (4.1)

where R(r) is the radial part of the full electron wave function, Rps(r) the
radial part of the pseudo wave function. This can be achieved by making the
two wave functions identical outside the core region. Construction of pseu-
dopotentials are a delicate business, the question is always how many of the
electrons can be regarded as core electrons. The pseudopotential must always
reproduce the behavior of the valence electrons. For example the energy levels
must be the same. On of the benefits of the pseudopotential approach is the
large reduction in the number of basis functions needed, hence a significant
speed up. It is also possible to build in relativistic effects of heavy atoms into
the pseudopotential. If too many core electrons are brought into the pseudopo-
tential it will result in a super soft pseudopotential that in unfortunately cases
report inaccurate results. This can be counteracted by using various gradient
corrections of the exchange correlation term in DFT. However using harder
pseudopotentials, more electrons are considered as valence electrons, together
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with the LDA approach results in a even more efficient approach, despite the
increased number of basis functions needed. We present here a mathematical
motivation to the use of pseudopotentials. Lets first assume we have a system
of an atom with one valence electron. Lets define the true wave function Ψ as
the sum of a smooth wave function ψ and a sum over the occupied core states
ψi,

Ψ = ψ +

core∑
i

ciψi (4.2)

This can now be formulated as,

Ψ = ψ −
core∑

i

〈ψi|ψ〉ψi (4.3)

since the wave functions are orthogonal to the core states, 〈ψi|Ψ〉 = 0 and

hence ci = −〈ψi|ψ〉. Using a Hamiltonian Ĥ = �
2

2m∇2 + V̂A, where V̂A is
the attractive core potential. Introducing this Hamiltonian and 4.3 into the
Schrödinger equations yields,

Ĥψ −
core∑

i

Ei〈ψi|ψ〉ψi = Eψ − E

core∑
i

〈ψi|ψ〉ψi (4.4)

which can be rewritten as,

Ĥψ +
core∑

i

(E − Ei)〈ψi|ψ〉ψi = Eψ (4.5)

If we introduce V̂Rψ =
∑core

i (E − Ei)〈ψi|ψ〉ψiψ i.e the short range repulsive
potential we have

(Ĥ + V̂R)ψ = Eψ (4.6)

Hence we have here a new expression for the wave function, a pseudo wave
function. It must here be pointed out that E are the eigenvalue of the corre-
sponding true wave function Ψ. Assuming that Ĥ is separable we have(

�
2

2m
∇2 + V̂A + V̂R

)
ψ =

(
�

2

2m
∇2 + V̂

)
ψ = Eψ (4.7)

where V̂ is the pseudopotential corresponding to the pseudo wave functions ψ.
The pseudopotential is constructed in such a way that there are no radial nodes
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Figure 4.1: Schematic relationship between pseudo and all electron potentials
and their corresponding wave functions.

of the pseudo wave function in the core region. The pseudo wave functions
should also be identical to the full electron wave function outside the cut off
radius, this must also be true for the true potential versus the pseudopotential.
In the next sections our models and some concepts of modeling bulk properties
and surface properties are presented.

4.1.4 Ab Initio Modeling Program - AIMPRO

Calculations are based on density functional theory in either the local spin
density approximation or, more recently, the generalized gradient approxima-
tion. The program can model systems either in real-space (most appropriate
when looking at molecular systems such as the molecules or nanostructures or
in reciprocal space using a large unit cell (most appropriate for bulk materials).
The calculations are fully self-consistent and can be either all-electron or, as
is more commonly the case, they use a norm-conserving pseudopotential. The
wave function is expanded in a basis of Gaussian orbitals containing arbitrar-
ily high angular momentum functions. Equilibrium structures are found by
an efficient conjugate gradient method incorporating analytic force evaluation.
Recently we have implemented O(n2) and O(n) scaling into our program. This
improvement gives us an efficient method to model large atomic systems like
biochemical molecules and nanostructures. Within the present project the pro-
gram has been developed to work efficient for surface applications. This work
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includes introduction of contracted basis and better algorithms for speeding
up convergence for surface applications. The upper limit for atomic clusters
is about 1200 atoms, if one consider a reasonable time for the calculations
on supercomputers. In the last couple of years, code has been optimized and
parallelized, and now runs efficiently on all the common parallel processing
machines.

4.2 Boundary Conditions for Bulk and Surfaces

When modeling atomic systems a minimal size has to be considered. The
model must be large enough but not larger than necessary, since computer
time is expensive. There are two types of models describing bulk and surfaces
of an atomic systems; clusters and supercells. Of course there are carefully
considerations with both these models, which are discussed below. Typically
the computational cost are higher for supercells than for clusters of the similar
size.

4.2.1 Cluster

To model bulk or surface properties atomic cluster type models can be used.
This is basically a big molecule cut out from a crystal. The size of the model
must sufficiently contain the phenomena studied. To counteract the unphysical
charge distribution along the edges, clusters are often saturated with hydrogen
atoms on all boundary sites. This hydrogen termination simulate the inner
atoms to believe they are in a continuous crystal. This model is non-periodic,
therefor localized basis has to be used instead of plane waves, resulting in a real
Hamiltonian matrix and a significant speed up. Even though the large number
of terminating hydrogen atoms increases the model size, it is often affordable.
The termination of the cluster are not always with hydrogen atoms. In our
calculations we have in fact used specially designed hydrogen atoms that mimic
the effects of a Zn atom with four adjacent neighbors in the ZnS surface model
(see chapter 6). In some cases other atoms than hydrogen, such as oxygen,
can used.

4.2.2 Supercells

To be able to model bulk properties using the supercell approach a part of the
crystal is constructed, a supercell. The supercell is then periodically repeated
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Figure 4.2: A hydrogen terminated germanium cluster with an interstitial
oxygen defect.

to form a continuous crystal. This results in periodic boundary conditions.
The size of the supercell must be large enough to avoid spurious effects from
interaction over the boundaries. This model is well suited for modeling contin-
uous crystals. When using these types of models, correctly optimized lattice
constants and initial structure is very important, since the periodic repeti-
tion prevents it from expanding or contracting to its optimal size. Since this
model is periodically repeated periodic basis sets are required, e.g plane waves.
However, local basis constructed to fulfill periodic boundary condition (Block’s
theorem, see below) can also be used. In a crystal the electrons move in a po-
tential V (r) which are periodic with the size of the supercell. We can therefore
expand V (r) in a Fourier series like this,

V (r) =
∑
K

eiKrVK (4.8)

and since the wave functions are also periodic we can expand them as well

ψ(r) =
∑
q

eiqrCq (4.9)

where k is the reciprocal vector within the first Brillouin zone, K the reciprocal
lattice vector. Let q = k + K and introduce these expansion into the one
electron Schrödinger equation, in atomic units,(−∇2/2 + V (r)

)
ψ(r) = Eψ(r) (4.10)
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results in (
−∇2/2 +

∑
K

eiKrVK

)∑
q

eiqrCq = E
∑
q

eiqrCq (4.11)

Hence this equation holds for each vector k in the first Brillouin zone. This
equation can then be solved for each k, the wave functions then have the form
of

ψk = eikr

(∑
K

Ck+Ke
iKr

)
(4.12)

Thus the eigenvalues form a continuous spectrum for each k. Notice that the
equation 4.12 is periodic in r so we may write

ψk(r) = eikruk(r) (4.13)

which is one of the formulations of the Bloch theorem. Hence this expression
allow us to treat the electronic structure in real space by only considering
one lattice cell for each k with the right boundary conditions applied. uk(r)
has the same periodicity as the crystal, ψk(r) don’t. The introduction of
plane wave introduce complex numbers into the calculations, hence, Hessian
matrices instead of real symmetric matrices, which contributes to an increased
computational time.

The Brillouin Zone

The concept of the Brillouin zone was mentioned earlier but not explained in
any detail. The Brillouin zone is the region in the reciprocal space where all
the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian may be labeled uniquely long k within any
2π/a range, a is the size of the lattice. The first Brillouin zone is the one
closest to the origin i.e −π/a ≤ k ≤ π/a. We calculate all eigenstates within
this region. Fortunately the wave functions and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
vary smoothly over the Brillouin zone so in practice only a limited set of points
has to be evaluated. There exists techniques, not discussed here, of how to
find which points in the reciprocal space that contribute the most and by
that knowledge apply a selective sampling of the k-space. This sampling is
done over the first Brillouin zone and when the volume the supercell VSC is
increasing the volume of the Brillouin zone VBZ decreasing according to the
formula;

VBZ =
(2π)3

VSC
(4.14)
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Thus for larger systems fewer sampling points, so called k-points, are needed to
describe the Brillouin zone accurately. The point where k = 0 is known as the
gamma point, at this point the wave functions can be chosen to be real, thus
selecting this point as a sampling point simplify and speed up calculations.
Of course there are other points where the expansion becomes real since eikr

is a periodic function. These points are called high symmetry points, where
the gamma point is a special case. Unfortunately the best sampling points are
seldom one of these.

4.2.3 Molecules

To be able to model a single molecule or interactions between molecules there
are two ways. Either one uses a periodic boundary computation where the pe-
riodic repetition is chosen in such a way that interaction over the boundaries
is avoided, i.e a large enough vacuum is chosen. A more natural approach
would be to use a non periodic boundary model. This model then has the ad-
vantage of non periodic basis functions, hence real matrices and thereby faster
calculations. Either way molecular properties such as geometrical structures,
vibration modes, etc can be calculated for a single molecule or a couple of
them interacting. In our work we have used the program NWChem for struc-
tural and vibrational mode calculations of molecules and AIMPRO for both
molecule and surface calculations.

4.2.4 Supercell-Cluster Hybrids

To construct a model of a surface there are two basic techniques. The first
is simply to construct a cluster and not saturate one of the surfaces. The
other, to first construct a supercell (see figure 4.3) where one of the surfaces
are hydrogen terminated, the one opposite the surface of interest. Like with
regular supercell technique the supercell is repeated and a periodic system is
built. In the direction parallel to the surface normal a longer period is chosen
to give a vacuum above the surface (see figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3: An example of a 111-surface ZnS hydrogen terminated supercell
with 112 atoms.

The hydrogen at the bottom are used, as in the cluster model, to terminate
dangling bonds and by that let the adjacent atom to simulate a continuous
bulk. If clean surfaces of non-polar surfaces are studied the hydrogen can be
eliminated and by that construct a model with two surfaces. This approach
has not been used in this work. In any case, the vacuum separating the surfaces
must be chosen to be sufficient large but not larger than necessary. A too large
distance will result poorer accuracy due the decreased number of k-points.

Figure 4.4: A repeated version of the 111-surface ZnS supercell with heptyl
xanthate adsorbed.

4.3 IR-spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy is one of the most important analytic techniques avail-
able for todays experimentalists. The main advantage with infrared spec-
troscopy is that a broad variety of specimens can be studied such as pastes,
liquids, powders, films, fibers, gases and surfaces. Infrared spectroscopy has
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been available since the 1940s but got its main advance with the introduc-
tion of Fourier transform, and the development of Fourier Transform Infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR). This technique together with the constant development
of computer power dramatically improved the quality of the experiments. In-
frared spectroscopy is a technique based on the vibrations of atoms. The
vibrations of atoms absorbs light in the infrared spectrum. This spectrum of
absorptions is commonly obtained by subjecting a sample to infrared light at
a specific energy and measure the absorption. The amount of light absorbed
corresponds directly to transition moments. The magnitude of the transition
moment depends on the vibration mode and the atoms and bonds taking part
in the specific mode. By knowing at what frequency a chemical entity absorbs
infrared light, an assignment of the infrared spectrum is possible.

4.3.1 Electromagnetic Radiation

Light as we know it is much more than the range of colors that are visible to
our human eye. The frequency range comprises from low frequencies such as
radio waves to high energy radiation such as γ-rays. Maxwells classic theory
interprets light as two separated fields, one electric and one magnetic, which
are mutually orthogonal. These fields are in phase and propagates as a sine
wave within each plane. The velocity propagation in vacuum is constant for
all regions in the frequency (ν) spectrum i.e

c = λν (4.15)

Where λ is the wavelength and c = 2.997925 × 108m/s (the speed of light)
hence we may rewrite this equation as

ν̃ =
1

λ
=
ν

c
(4.16)

where ν̃ is referred to as the wave number and is the common unit in infrared
spectroscopy, since it is linear with energy. It is basically the number of waves
in the length of one centimeter. We know from the pioneer work done by
Einstein, Planck and Bohr that the energy is not continuous for an electro
magnetic wave, it is quantified and can be regarded as a stream of particles
each for which the energy E, which is given by the Planck equation,

E = hν (4.17)
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where h is the Planck constant, ν is equivalent to the classical frequency. These
implicate that changes in energy is quantized in discrete levels of energy, E0,
E1, E2 . . . , hence the frequency of emission or absorption of radiation from a
transition between two energy states is given by

ν = (E1 − E0)/h (4.18)

4.3.2 Infrared Absorption

Infrared spectroscopy is based on the change in electric dipole moment of the
molecule, vibrations that does not change the electric dipole moment can not
be detected by infrared spectroscopy. Therefor understanding molecular sym-
metry and group theory is very important when initially assigning infrared
bands. Unfortunately infrared absorption is not narrow due to different fac-
tors, for instance the Doppler effect in gases. It states that, just as the sound
of an approaching ambulance changes in pitch, the absorption of infrared light
changes as molecules move within a gas. Collision between molecules as well
as chemical interactions also induce a broadening of the absorption band. So
does also the lifetime broadening, since as a consequence of the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle there is a relation between lifetime of the exited state
and the bandwidth of the absorption band associated with the transition to
the exited state. That is, the shorter lifetime state has the less well defined is
its energy.

4.3.3 Normal Modes of Vibration

Molecules interact with infrared radiation if the dipole moment of the vibra-
tional mode changes. These movements of stretching and bending bonds are
collectively called vibrations. A molecule can only absorb incoming radiation
with the same frequency as one of its fundamental vibration modes. This
implies that for a specific frequency only a small part of the molecule will be
affected and hence the rest of the molecule will not be effected. For diatomic
molecules there only exists one degree of freedom the stretching or compressing
of the bond. Molecules containing N number of atoms will have 3N-6 vibra-
tion degrees of freedom for a non-linear molecule and 3N-5 degrees of freedom
for a linear molecule. A linear type triatomic molecule two of the four modes
will be degenerated, i.e they have the same frequency. There are two other
concepts involved in describing molecular vibrations, namely, the mass of the
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atoms involved and the stiffness of the bond. Bond stiffness can be described
as a force constant k. The mass is best described by the reduced mass μ, that
for a diatomic molecule is

1

μ
=

1

m1
+

1

m2
(4.19)

where m1 and m2 is the masses of the atoms involved. Now the equations for
the wavenumber ν̃ can be written as,

ν̃ =
1

2πc

√
k

μ
(4.20)

where c is the speed of light. Stretching vibrations of a polyatomic molecule
can be either symmetric, in phase or anti symmetric, out of phase. Bending
of bonds, i.e changes in the bond angle, also absorbs infrared radiation. These
bendings can be classified into four groups,

• Deformations, symmetrical in plane movements.

• Rocking, non-symmetrical in plane movements.

• Wagging, symmetrical out of plane movements.

• Twisting, non symmetrical out of plane movements.

Symmetrical molecules have more symmetrical vibration modes and fewer in-
frared absorption bands. A large change in dipole moment results in a large
infrared absorption, hence molecules containing atoms that are very far from
each other in the periodic table will have intense infrared absorption bands.
The opposite is also true, bonds involving the same kind of atoms will give
weak response. Of course the whole picture is not that simple, the complexity
of the infrared spectrum arises from coupling of vibrations over larger part
of the molecule, so called skeletal vibrations. These skeletal vibrations gives
significant pattern also called fingerprint which often arises in the region of
800-1500 cm−1. A region commonly referred to as the fingerprint region.

4.3.4 Overtones and Other Factors

The sound of a trumpet will not contain just the base frequency but also
overtones which are multiples of the base frequency. These overtones gives
the instrument its specific and characteristic sound. The same happens when
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a molecule is interacting with infrared radiation, there exist overtones which
are integer multiples of the base frequency. The energy required for the first
overtone is twice the amount for the base frequency since it appears at twice
the wavenumber, assuming a harmonic potential. If an overtone of one base
frequency appear near or at the same wavenumber as a fundamental, two bands
will appear one on each side of the expected value, both of equal intensity,
Fermi resonance. Vibrations in the skeleton of a molecule gets coupled and
cannot be assigned to a specific bond or pair of atoms.
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Chapter 5

Vibrational analysis of

alkyl xanthates

Xanthates are widely used collectors in the sulfide mineral industry, and have
been thoroughly investigated for many decades [10, 11]. In the present work
we utilized ab initio methods to study ethyl and heptyl xanthates ions and
their corresponding sodium/potassium salts. Experimental infrared absorp-
tion studies of xanthate and its interaction with sulphide surfaces has previ-
ously been done [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. When determine the tilt angle of a single
surfactant molecule the dichroic value, i.e the relation between the absorp-
tion of s- and p-polarized light for a specific vibrational mode, can be used.
The vibrational modes used are the symmetric and asymmetric stretching
modes of CH2, since these stretches are perpendicular to the molecule axis.
Experimental determined tilt angles of heptyl xanthates adsorbed on a zinc
sulphide surfaces have been reported in [17]. In [18] and [19] ethyl and octyl
xanthates adsorbed on sulphidized copper, silver and gold surfaces [20] were
studied. Heptyl xanthate adsorption on germanium was previously observed
by ATR-FTIR [21]. Theoretical and experimental studies of xanthate vibra-
tional modes have been attempted by others [22, 23], by the usage of normal
coordinate analyses of the force field. In [9] quantum mechanical calculations
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of the vibrational modes of sodium ethyl xanthate are reported. They used the
Gaussian 80 software package and the STO-3G basis set, which where at the
computational limit at that time. We have in the present work reproduced the
calculations of sodium ethyl xanthate of the work done in [9] but with the use
of better methods and basis sets. The converged structures of the ethyl- and
potassium ethyl xanthates are shown in the picture 5.1 below. The infrared
analyses were performed by a Bruker IFS 66 v/s vacuum FT-IR with a liquid
nitrogen cooled MCT detector. Totally 40 scans per sample were collected and
Fourier transformed with a resolution of 4 cm−1. The spectra were analyzed
with a standard transmission infrared technique with the xanthate powder
(0.3-1 weight % of sample) mixed and pressed with KBr into a transmitting
disc. 400 scans of a pure KBr disc were taken as background. The sam-
ples of potassium ethyl/heptyl xanthate were prepared according to standard
synthesis procedures from KOH, CS2 and ethyl/heptyl alcohol, sodium ethyl
xanthate were delivered by Cheminova and a second synthesis method were
used to produce sodium heptyl xanthate. The essence of this chapter has been
submitted as an article [24].

5.1 Ethyl Xanthates

We have studied ethyl xanthates and its salts. The converged structures are
shown in the pictures 5.1. This study utilizes both the NWChem 4.5 program

Figure 5.1: Ethyl xanthate and potassium ethyl xanthate.

as well as experimental analysis to determine the infrared spectra. Concerning
the calculations, the structure was first relaxed by a structural energy opti-
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mization, then vibrational modes where calculated from the converged struc-
ture. We have in the present work used a variety of basis sets and methods
SCF, MP2 and DFT, where we have compared our calculated wavenumbers
with the experimentally obtained wavenumbers. To assign different vibra-
tional modes, animations of the atom displacement for each eigenvalue where
created. By visual inspection each of the vibrational modes were classified. A
scale factor was also calculated to which the calculated wavenumber must be
multiplied with to match experimental values. This scale factor is about 0.8
for NaEX with SCF and the STO-3G basis which is in agreement with the
scale factor obtained in [9], which it should be since the same method and
basis sets were used. In the present work we have studied the effects of basis
sets. Ten different basis sets where used, STO-3G, STO-3G*, STO-6G, 3-
21G, 6-31G, 6-31G*, 6-31G**, 6-311G, 6-311G* and 6-311G**. Depending on
method and basis set there are variances in the agreement with experimental
data, bigger basis sets reports vibrational modes closer to the experimental.
Since there exists no entries for potassium in the STO-3G, 6-311G, 6-311G*
and the 6-311G** basis sets, those are consequently not included in the calcu-
lations of the potassium xanthates. The effect of minimal basis sets are here
evident, by using them bond angles are not correctly calculated. For example
there is a 6◦ difference of the C-O-C angle of ethyl xanthate when compar-
ing STO-3G with the 6-311G** basis sets when the SCF method is used and
about 5◦ when the MP2 method is applied. This highlight the known fact
that minimal basis sets are not that well suitable as a basis for further cal-
culations. As a precalculation to get better initial structure for some more
advanced method/basis sets and/or just to test an idea, they are highly suit-
able. The effects of polarization basis sets are also noticeable, especially in
the angles. Using the same basis sets but MP2 instead of SCF does not effect
the structure much with regards to bond length. The maximum difference in
bond length for ethyl xanthate ion are in this case 0.072 Å. On the other hand
bond angles are improved by the more sophisticated method MP2. Hence the
maximum difference for ethyl xanthate is about 4.6◦ comparing SCF against
MP2 using the same basis sets. The conclusion of this is that you can not
compensate the use of SCF by choosing bigger basis sets in case of calculat-
ing more accurate bond angles. Comparing DFT with the DZVP basis set
against MP2 one notice there is a small difference in bond length, about 0.015
Å, for the higher basis sets of MP2 and about 0.12 Å for MP2 with minimal
basis. When comparing angles the difference is 1.5◦ for the 6-311G** basis
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set compared to DFT and a DZVP basis set. The differences in results when
comparing the two different DFT functionals (LDA and B3LYP) are less than
0.02 Å and 1.7◦ regardless of basis sets. In this case choice between LDA or
B3LYP have more influence on the result than the basis sets. The calculations
of NaEX KEX reports similar differences, as the one reported above for EX. In
the calculated vibrational modes one notice that the metal ion is only active
in the 0-600 cm−1 region. In the tables 5.1, 5.1 and 5.1 we have chosen not
to report results under 800 cm−1 due to the limitations in the experimental
vibrational modes. The vibrations involving CS2 deformation and stretching
also effects the bonds to the metal ion but in most cases it stays fixed. It is
also noticeable that it is only a few of the modes that includes movements of
the sulphur atoms in most cases where the CS2 are involved it is the carbon
atom that moves. When studying the differences in the assigned modes versus
the experimental assignments it is clear that more sophisticated methods give
more accurate correspondence of the vibrational modes, mainly due to the
fact that poorer basis sets and less accurate methods does not compute the
Hessians matrix accurate enough. The Hessian matrix is the energy second
derivative and therefore sensitive to errors. It is our conclusion that DFT is
the best suited method for this kind of calculations since it gives accurate re-
sults within reasonable time with less amount of computer power. Nowadays,
if avoidable, SCF and minimal basis like STO-3G should not be used. If one
is not careful it is easy to draw the wrong conclusions from such calculations.
There is a rather large shifts in the calculated vibrations in the upper region
2800-3200 cm−1 between the ethyl xanthate ion and the corresponding metal
complex around 30-35 cm−1. The difference between potassium and sodium
ethyl xanthate in the same region is about 5-9 cm−1. Since the heavier potas-
sium metal dampens the vibrations this results in lower wave numbers. Here
the experimental results indicate the opposite (see figure 5.2 and 5.3), which
may be due to the method used when experimentally measuring the vibration
modes. Comparing the vibrational modes against the experimental we see
that DFT calculations with the use of LDA results in a maximum difference
of 3.63% for the DZVP basis set and 3.48% and 3.12% for the DZVP2 and
TZVP basis sets respectively. The differences between the DFT with B3LYP
calculated values and the experimental is somewhat larger 5.39%, 5.15% and
4.74% for the DZVP, DZVP2 and TZVP basis sets respectively. This supports
our choice of local density approximation within our further calculations.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental vibrational spectrum of sodium and potassium ethyl
xanthate.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental infrared spectrum of sodium and potassium ethyl
xanthate.
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Vibrational modes of EX, DFT calculations

DFT LDA DFT B3LYP
DZVP DZVP Assignments

771 813 CH3 CH2 rocking
885 891 CH34 wagging CS2 symmetric stretch and deformation

1021 1009 O − CS2, CC asymmetric stretch CS2 deformation
1071 1065 CS2 asymmetric stretch OCC deformation CH3 wagging
1115 1091 COC asymmetric stretch CS2 deformation
1123 CH2 rocking

1149 OCC, COC symmetric CS2 asymmetric stretch
1140 OCC, COC symmetric CS2 asymmetric stretch

1174 CH2 rocking
1209 1278 CH2 twisting
1291 1372 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 wagging
1345 1415 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 wagging
1417 1497 CH3 asymmetric deformation and twisting
1430 1508 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 deformation
1452 1528 CH3 asymmetric deformation CH2 deformation
2939 CH2 symmetric stretch

3029 CH3 symmetric stretch
2960 CH3 symmetric stretch

3046 CH2 symmetric stretch
2981 3089 CH2 asymmetric stretch
3054 3105 CH3 asymmetric stretch
3060 3126 CH3,CH2 asymmetric stretch no in plane CH3 stretch

Table 5.1: Vibrational mode assignments of ethyl xanthate.

Vibrational modes of NaEX, DFT calculations

DFT LDA DFT B3LYP
Experimental DZVP DZVP Assignments

811 788 822 CH3,CH2 rocking
853 895 885 CH3 wagging OCC CS2 symmetric stretch

1007 1034 1028 CH3,CH2 wagging CS2,OCC asymmetric COC symmetric stretch
1049 1053 1038 OCC CS2 asymmetric stretch
1095 1123 CH3,CH2 rocking
1141 1143 CH3 wagging OCC COC symmetric CS2 asymmetric stretch
1153 1126 CH3 wagging OCC COC symmetric CS2 asymmetric stretch

1173 CH3,CH2 rocking
1227 1210 COC asymmetric CS2 symmetric stretch CH2 wagging
1240 1300 CH2 twisting CH3 rocking

1367 1318 1393 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 wagging
1383 1369 1432 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 wagging CC stretch
1444 1426 1500 CH3 asymmetric deformation and twisting
1444 1433 1508 CH3 deformation H IP bending CH2 deformation
1464 1458 1525 CH3 deformation H IP bending CH2 deformation
2891 2967 CH2 symmetric stretch
2867 3052 CH3 symmetric stretch
2867 2981 CH3 symmetric stretch
2891 3076 CH2 symmetric stretch
2932 3016 CH2 asymmetric stretch
2932 3127 CH2, CH3 asymmetric stretch no in plane CH3 stretch
2954 3079 3136 CH3 asymmetric stretch one out of plane stretch
2976 3081 CH3 asymmetric stretch
2976 3151 CH2, CH3 asymmetric stretch no in plane CH3 stretch

Table 5.2: Vibrational mode assignments of sodium ethyl xanthate.
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Vibrational mode of KEX, DFT calculations

DFT LDA DFT B3LYP
Experimental DZVP DZVP Assignments

814 786 828 CH3 CH2 rocking
853 888 892 OCC symmetric stretch CH3 wagging

1006 1043 1021 OCC, CS2 asymmetric stretch CH2 wagging
1051 1051 1039 CS2, OCC asymmetric stretch COC deformation
1119 1121 CH2, CH3 rocking
1141 1140 CH3 wagging OCC deformation and symmetric stretch
1141 1126 CH3 wagging OCC deformation and symmetric stretch
1119 1175 CH2, CH3 rocking
1174 1211 1184 COC asymmetric CS2 symmetric stretch CH2 wagging

1236 1300 CH2 twisting
1316 1391 CH2 wagging CH3 symmetric deformation

1381 1365 1438 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 wagging
1440 1422 1503 CH3 twisting CH3 asymmetric deformation
1440 1430 1509 CH2,CH3 deformation CH3 in plane bending
1463 1450 1529 CH2,CH3 deformation CH3 in plane bending
2870 2965 CH3 symmetric stretch
2889 3048 CH2 symmetric stretch
2889 2978 3071 CH2 symmetric stretch
2952 3015 3120 CH2 asymmetric stretch
2970 3077 3129 CH3 symmetric stretch in plane stretch out of phase
2971 3077 3142 CH3 asymmetric stretch no in plane stretch

Table 5.3: Vibrational mode assignments of potassium ethyl xanthate.

5.2 Heptyl Xanthates

This molecule has the same form as the ethyl xanthate but with a longer
hydrocarbon chain, shown in figure 5.2. This molecule and its adsorption on
ZnS surfaces has been studied here at our university and good experimental
adsorption results are at hand from the department of Chemistry [16, 25].

Figure 5.4: Heptyl xanthate and potassium heptyl xanthate.
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We have in our calculations used the same basis sets and methods as were used
for the ethyl xanthate calculations, but in this investigation we were mainly
interested in the vibrational modes. From the results of our ethyl xanthate
investigations we concluded that DFT with LDA and the DZVP basis set
computes results which are in reasonable agreement with MP2 and the 6-
311G** basis sets. We have therefore chosen only to report the results of the
DFT calculations. A particular important part of the vibrational spectrum
is the 2800-3000 cm−1 region, since it is used to determine the tilt angle
when adsorbed on a surface. The strongest vibrational mode in the 3000
cm−1 region from the DFT LDA calculations of potassium heptyl xanthates
(table 5.2) comes mainly from symmetric stretch of the second CH2 at 2964
cm−1 and the second strongest vibrational mode at 3001 cm−1 originates from
asymmetric stretch of the last two CH2 in the hydrocarbon chain. According
to our analysis the second and the two last CH2 vibration modes are those
representing the majority of the infrared absorption. For potassium heptyl
xanthates there are only two vibration modes involving stretch of CH3 one
total symmetric CH3 stretch and one where the in plane hydrogen are stretch
out of phase 2959, 3055 respectively. The CH3 stretching mode at 3041 is
actually not a CH3 stretching mode but a CH2 since the in plane H is fixed
and only the CH2 like part of CH3 contributes to the asymmetric stretching.
For the heptyl xanthate (table 5.2) there exists 5 modes involving CH3 in
this region 3045 asymmetric CH3 stretching with no in plane CH stretching.
2950, 2956, 2957 are symmetric CH3 stretch with different symmetric CH2

stretching. The vibration mode at 3052 is a CH3 symmetric out of plane
stretching asymmetric with the in plane CH stretching. One thing to notice
is the similarity between the results of heptyl xanthate and potassium heptyl
xanthate. It is the second and the last two CH vibration modes are the
most infrared active. The same type of shift of the infrared spectrum as
was detected for ethyl xanthates is present for heptyl xanthate, where the
spectrum of sodium heptyl xanthate (table 5.2) are slightly higher than the
one of potassium heptyl xanthate. In the 2800-3000 cm−1 region the symmetric
and asymmetric CH2 stretching mode is degenerated and splits up into several
modes which in our calculations are distinguishable but experimentally are not,
see figure 5.5 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental infrared spectrum of sodium and potassium heptyl
xanthate.
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HX Vibrational modes

DFT LDA
DZVP Intensity Assignments

803 0.452 CH2 rocking and twisting
886 6.757 CH3 wagging
888 0.166 CH2 CH3 twisting
976 0.310 CH2 asymmetric twisting
996 152.667 CS2 deformation CS2 COC stretch S2 fixed

1025 27.634 CC CS2 COC stretch
1049 36.172 CC stretch CH2 wagging
1056 19.708 CC stretch CH2 wagging
1078 17.692 CC stretch CH2 wagging
1081 4.350 CH2 wagging third CCC asymmetric stretch
1105 199.244 CS2 asymmetric stretch S2 fixed COC deformation CH2 symmetric wagging
1120 485.083 CS2 COC asymmetric stretch S2 fixed COC deformation CH2 wagging
1137 0.574 CH2 rocking with small twist
1145 99.567 CS2 asymmetric stretch COC CCC deformation
1167 0.391 CH2 twisting
1173 37.506 2-4 CH2 wagging
1203 0.003 1 CH2 twisting 4-5 less 3 CH2 asymmetric stretch
1217 2.177 CH2 wagging
1229 1.636 1,2,5,6 CH2 twisting
1254 0.154 2,3,6 CH2 twisting
1266 0.051 4,5 CH2 twisting
1272 0.975 CH2 wagging
1274 1.007 3-6 CH2 wagging
1319 2.605 CH2 wagging CH3 symmetric deformation
1346 5.355 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 wagging
1359 5.187 CH2 wagging CH3 symmetric deformation
1369 0.035 CH2 wagging each side in phase
1414 0.302 2,4,5 CH2 deformation
1416 0.865 3,4,6 CH2 deformation
1420 0.211 1,2,5,6 CH2 deformation
1427 0.554 1,3,6 CH2 deformation CH3 asymmetric deformation
1435 9.543 CH3 asymmetric deformation and twisting
1436 7.231 CH3 asymmetric deformation and twisting CH2 deformation
1444 5.047 1-4 CH2 deformation CH3 deformation no in plane bending
1447 25.641 CH2 symmetric deformation on each side no in plane CH3 bend
2925 18.553 1 CH2 symmetric stretch
2928 2.009 4,5 CH2 symmetric stretch
2932 0.391 3,5 CH2 symmetric stretch out of phase
2940 24.736 3,4 CH2 symmetric stretch out of phase
2950 23.843 6 CH2, CH3 symmetric stretch
2956 21.209 2 CH2,CH3 symmetric stretch
2957 101.405 2,6 CH2,CH3 symmetric stretch
2962 17.761 1 CH2 asymmetric stretch
2965 0.024 4,5 CH2 asymmetric stretch
2977 0.278 3,5 CH2 asymmetric stretch
2992 5.262 4,6 CH2 asymmetric stretch
3005 47.092 5,6 CH2 asymmetric stretch
3015 78.236 2 CH2 asymmetric stretch
3045 38.502 CH3 asymmetric stretch no in plane stretch
3052 35.105 CH3 symmetric stretch in plane out of phase

Table 5.4: Vibrational mode assignments of heptyl xanthate.
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KHX Vibrational modes

DFT LDA
Experimental DZVP Intensity Assignments

736 0.540 CH2 rocking
737 14.964 CH2 3,4,5,6 rocking
764 14.606 CH2 CH3 rocking in plane H of CH3 fixed
813 0.510 CH3 twisting and rocking
893 6.730 CH3 wagging
895 0.990 out of phase CH2 CH3 twisting
979 0.652 CH2 twisting symmetric on each side

942 997 16.620 COC CS2 asymmetric stretch S fixed
1027 8.330 CCC stretch
1046 36.229 CCC stretch CH2 wagging

1030 1053 151.034 CS2 asymmetric stretch S fixed 2 CH2 wagging
1066 36.439 CCC CS2 asymmetric stretch S fixed
1075 6.721 CH2 2,3,4,5,6 symmetric wagging on each side

1041 1088 116.670 CS2 CC asymmetric stretch S fixed COC deformation CH2 wagging
1058 1136 63.508 CCC, COC deformation CCC symmetric CS2 asymmetric stretch S fixed
1092 1137 6.681 CH2 rocking first CH2 also twisting
1112 1170 1.337 CH2,CH3 rocking

1182 33.701 CH2,CH3 wagging
1162 1213 612.152 CS2 symmetric COC asymmetric stretch CS2 deformation S fixed

1214 23.403 CH2 1,2,4,5,6 twisting CH2 2 rocking CH3 rocking
1234 1.179 CH2 out of phase wagging
1247 0.011 CH2 1,2,4,5 in phase twisting 6 out of phase
1260 0.010 CH2 2,3,5,6 in phase twisting
1272 0.226 CH2 4,5 in phase twisting 2 out of phase
1280 0.168 CH2 3,4 in phase twisting and 5,6 out of phase
1296 2.554 CH2 out of phase wagging CH3 symmetric deformation
1343 1.847 CH2 out of phase wagging CH3 symmetric deformation

1379 1363 9.766 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 6 wagging
1374 0.811 CH2 4,5,6 symmetric wagging
1389 0.761 CH2 1,2,3,4 symmetric wagging
1419 0.150 CH2 1,2,4,5 deformation
1421 0.157 CH2 3,4,5,6 deformation
1425 0.564 CH2 symmetric deformation
1432 0.527 CH2 3,5 and CH3 symmetric deformation in plane H out of phase

1460 1442 10.554 CH3 asymmetric deformation and twisting
1460 1443 11.008 CH3 asymmetric deformation and twisting

1453 1.970 CH2 deformation CH3 asymmetric deformation in plane H out of phase
1470 1457 55.188 CH2 symmetric deformation on each side
2874 2930 2.432 CH2 3,4 in phase symmetric stretch
2874 2932 2.231 CH2 3,4,5 symmetric stretch 4,5 out of phase
2874 2941 10.080 CH2 3,4 symmetric stretch
2874 2947 5.634 CH2 1 symmetric stretch
2874 2950 48.655 CH2 6 symmetric stretch
2853 2959 39.472 CH3 symmetric stretch
2874 2964 64.935 CH2 2 symmetric stretch
2915 2967 0.922 CH2 4,5 asymmetric stretch
2915 2977 0.104 CH2 3,5 asymmetric stretch
2915 2991 8.463 CH2 4,6 asymmetric stretch
2915 2995 2.720 CH2 1 asymmetric stretch
2915 3001 59.819 CH2 5,6 asymmetric stretch
2915 3023 48.777 CH2 2 asymmetric stretch
2927 3041 40.563 CH3 asymmetric stretch no in plane stretch
3957 3055 26.553 CH3 asymmetric stretch in plane out of phase

Table 5.5: Vibrational mode assignments of potassium heptyl xanthate
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NaHX Vibrational modes

DFT LDA
Experimental DZVP Intensity Assignments

721 10.670 CH2 rocking
727 0.102 CH2 rocking small twisting
754 4.462 CH2 rocking small twisting
810 0.321 CH2 rocking small twisting
893 0.481 CH2 rocking and twisting
894 6.501 CH3 wagging
979 0.454 CH2 twisting

930 994 8.125 COC CS2 asymmetric stretch S fixed
1033 0.828 CCC stretch

1043 1046 108.566 CCC stretch CH2 wagging CS2 asymmetric stretch S fixed
1059 1055 95.696 CCC stretch CH2 wagging CS2 asymmetric stretch S fixed

1074 23.394 CCC stretch CH2 wagging
1081 4.487 CH2 2,3,4,5,6 symmetric wagging one each side
1093 83.092 CH2 wagging

1112 1136 0.796 CH2 symmetric rocking
1141 52.851 CCC symmetric deformation COC deformation CS2 asymmetric stretch
1168 1.197 CH2,CH3 symmetric twisting on each side
1181 21.480 CH2,CH3 wagging
1214 0.478 CH2 1,2,4,5,6 twisting CH2 3 rocking CH3 rocking

1164 1229 257.854 CH2 wagging COC asymmetric CS2 symmetric stretch S fixed
1164 1238 363.992 CH2 wagging COC asymmetric CS2 symmetric stretch S fixed

1248 0.025 CH2 1,2,4,5 in phase twisting 6 out of phase
1260 0.000 CH2 2,3,5,6 in phase twisting
1272 0.155 CH2 4,5 in phase twisting 2 out of phase
1281 0.469 CH2 3,4 and 5,6 pairwise in phase twisting

1381 1292 15.957 CH2 out of phase wagging CH3 symmetric deformation
1381 1338 1.709 CH2 out of phase wagging CH3 symmetric deformation
1381 1361 9.478 CH3 symmetric deformation CH2 6 wagging

1370 1.683 CH2 1,2,4,5,6 symmetric wagging CH3 symmetric deformation
1381 1.517 CH2 1,3,5 and 2,4 pairwise in phase wagging
1417 0.015 CH2 1,2,4,5 deformation
1418 0.135 CH2 3,4,5,6 deformation
1423 0.425 CH2 symmetric deformation
1429 0.135 CH2 1,3,4 and CH3 deformation in plane H out of phase

1460 1436 8.188 CH3 asymmetric deformation and twisting
1460 1437 3.546 CH2 deformation CH3 asymmetric deformation in plane H out of phase
1470 1447 4.822 CH2 1,2,3,4,6 deformation CH3 deformation in plane H out of phase
1470 1449 32.845 CH2 symmetric deformation on each side

2930 1.792 CH2 4,5 in phase symmetric stretch
2934 0.086 CH2 3,4,5 symmetric stretch 3,4 in phase
2941 16.836 CH2 3,4 and 4,5 pairwise symmetric stretch

2854 2951 33.374 CH2 6 CH3 symmetric stretch
2952 4.137 CH2 1 symmetric stretch

2854 2960 49.244 CH3 symmetric stretch
2872 2968 32.359 CH2 2 symmetric stretch

2969 0.994 CH2 3,4,5,6 asymmetric stretch 3,6 less
2980 0.104 CH2 3,4,5,6 asymmetric stretch 4,6 less
2996 6.264 CH2 1,2,3,4,6 asymmetric stretch
3002 4.567 CH2 1 asymmetric stretch

2918 3008 50.896 CH2 1,3,4,5,6 asymmetric stretch 1,3 less
2918 3030 43.206 CH2 2 asymmetric stretch
2937 3047 38.294 CH3 asymmetric stretch no in plane stretch
3957 3057 27.553 CH3 symmetric stretch in plane out of phase

Table 5.6: Vibrational mode assignments of sodium heptyl xanthate

5.3 Calculations with Pseudopotentials

AIMPRO was used for our pseudopotential calculations. This program utilizes
DFT in combination with LDA and pseudopotentials. We used this software
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to study the ethyl xanthates investigated earlier in this chapter. Within this
investigations both cluster and supercell calculations where performed. The
supercell calculations where performed with one xanthate molecule in a box
of 25× 25× 25 Å. We have used up to 14 k-points in the Brillouin zone, using
more does not effect the result significantly. We have compared the results
obtained from the pseudopotential calculations with the ones where all electron
potential was used. In this comparison we have chosen to compare the LDA
calculations above with the AIMPRO results since they both uses the local
approximation. The procedure for the pseudopotential calculations are the
same as for the all electron calculations, geometrical structural optimization
followed by vibrational mode calculations. The results of the calculations are
shown in following tables 5.3, 5.3 and 5.3, where scale factors are given for
convenience.

Vibration modes of EX

AIMPRO NWChem

4 k points 14 k points cluster DZVP LDA

855 0.966 850 0.960 874 0.987 885.4
989 0.969 982 0.962 948 0.928 1021.1

1041 0.972 1035 0.967 1018 0.951 1070.5
1085 0.973 1084 0.972 1100 0.986 1115.4
1102 0.981 1100 0.980 1105 0.984 1123.0
1117 0.980 1112 0.975 1125 0.987 1140.2
1143 0.945 1142 0.944 1223 1.011 1209.2
1256 0.973 1249 0.967 1336 1.035 1291.0
1302 0.968 1294 0.962 1380 1.026 1345.2
1331 0.940 1318 0.931 1445 1.021 1415.6
1380 0.965 1387 0.970 1448 1.013 1429.9
1416 0.975 1418 0.977 1467 1.011 1451.8
2905 0.988 2905 0.988 2916 0.992 2939.3
2931 0.990 2930 0.990 2942 0.994 2959.8
2937 0.985 2937 0.985 2960 0.993 2980.6
3025 0.991 3022 0.990 3030 0.992 3053.9
3036 0.992 3036 0.992 3042 0.994 3060.3

Table 5.7: Calculated vibrational modes of ethyl xanthate using pseudopoten-
tials
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Vibration modes of KEX

AIMPRO

4 k points 14 k points cluster Experimental

850 1.004 851 1.002 828 1.030 853
996 1.010 996 1.010 868 1.159 1006

1022 1.028 1022 1.028 929 1.131 1051
1075 1.041 1075 1.041 1051 1.065 1119
1105 1.033 1104 1.034 1105 1.033 1141
1108 1.060 1108 1.060 1125 1.044 1174
1154 1153 1188
1248 1246 1248
1293 1.068 1286 1.074 1363 1.013 1381
1347 1.069 1323 1.089 1400 1.029 1440
1392 1.035 1395 1.034 1446 0.996 1440
1434 1.020 1433 1.021 1448 1.010 1463

1464
2884 0.995 2884 0.995 2870
2923 0.988 2927 0.987 2957 0.977 2889
2933 1.007 2932 1.007 2978 0.991 2952
3019 0.984 3020 0.983 2998 0.991 2970
3036 0.979 3032 0.980 3052 0.973 2971

Table 5.8: Calculated vibrational modes of potassium ethyl xanthate using
pseudopotentials

Vibration modes of NaEX

AIMPRO

4 k points 14 k points cluster Experimental

856 0.997 858 0.994 863 0.988 853
1005 1.002 1003 1.004 931 1.082 1007
1017 1.032 1018 1.031 1053 0.996 1049
1085 1.009 1082 1.012 1111 0.986 1095
1103 1.035 1103 1.035 1130 1.010 1141
1114 1.035 1115 1.034 1227 0.940 1153
1161 1161 1256
1261 1.084 1262 1.083 1368 0.999 1367
1309 1.057 1307 1.058 1406 0.984 1383
1311 1.101 1357 1.064 1445 0.999 1444
1390 1.039 1380 1.046 1449 0.997 1444
1432 1.022 1431 1.023 1464 1.000 1464
2876 1.005 2876 1.005 2947 0.981 2891
2922 0.981 2925 0.980 2980 0.962 2867
2928 1.001 2946 0.995 2989 0.981 2932
3032 0.974 3032 0.974 3052 0.968 2954
3036 0.980 3041 0.979 3082 0.966 2976

Table 5.9: Calculated vibrational modes of sodium ethyl xanthate using pseu-
dopotentials

As the scale factors indicates, the difference in vibrational modes is less than
3% in comparison to experiments, it should be pointed out that in the the case
of ethyl xanthate the scale factor is computed against the all electron DFT
LDA calculations from the previous section. Almost all the values reported
are lower than the ones calculated from all electron DFT calculations, except
the cluster calculations of sodium ethyl xanthate. This underestimation should
then be compared to the fact that the all electron DFT approach overestimates
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the vibrational mode with about 4% hence the pseudopotential approach is
closer to the experimental results. The conclusion is that pseudopotentials
are very suitable to be used for this kinds of calculations. As was mentioned
earlier in 4.1.3 the speedup from using MP2, which is the most comparable
all electron method, is about 400. Hence this is a very small system and the
effects would be even larger when the size of the systems are increased.

5.4 Discussion and Conclusions

In figure; 5.2, 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 we have included four different spectras of
xanthates - potassium/sodium ethyl/heptyl xanthate. Experimental infrared
spectras of xanthates have also been published by other authors (e.g. Little
et al [26], and Poling [27]), our spectras are in close agreement with their re-
sults but are here included for comparison with our calculated results. The
IR spectra of the xanthates have strong/medium peaks in similar areas in the
mid-infrared region, i.e. 3000-2800 cm-1 and 1480-1360 cm−1 (CH regions)
, and 1260-1000 cm−1 (xanthate characteristic peaks). The spectra of the
ethyl xanthates show good agreement with earlier published spectra [26], [27].
Earlier discussions about xanthates have concluded that the strong peaks be-
tween 1180-1140 cm−1 and around 1050 cm−1 involves C-O-C stretch and CS2

stretch, respectively [9, 27]. The conclusion of our investigations of xanthates
are that, computations of structural and vibrational modes can preferable be
done via the DFT method using the local density approximation. The devi-
ations compared to experimental data are in the region of 4% which should
be compared to the deviation of 20% reported in [9] where self consistent
fields and the STO-3G basis where used. The shift noticed in the all elec-
tron calculations is not as obvious in the pseudopotential calculations. The
pseudopotential calculations are somewhat closer to the experimental than the
all electron calculations, since the pseudopotential calculations reports lower
wave numbers, which is overestimated my the all electron calculations. Im-
provements of the k-point grid yields a shift of couple of wave numbers except
for KEX where 1347 cm−1 are shifted to 1323 cm−1 a shift of 24 cm−1. Within
the cluster calculations of potassium ethyl xanthates one vibrational mode is
shifted from the 2800-3000 cm−1 region to the fingerprint region resulting in
just 4 modes in the upper region, possible due a split of degenerated eigenval-
ues. The conclusion is that DFT and pseudopotentials can be used to calculate
accurate vibrational modes. This is an important result since it support our
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usage of this technique when expanding our simulations to surfaces as done
in chapter 6. This expansion into ab initio modeling of surfaces would not
be possible without the usage of pseudopotentials. Hence, we presented in
4.1.1 the execution time of structural optimization of ethyl xanthate and the
calculation of the vibrational modes. The fastest DFT method computed this
in about 10000 seconds on a 2 CPU machine. Using pseudopotentials this cal-
culation where done in less than 600 seconds on the same machine a factor of
16.7 in increased speed and with results that are in excellent agreement. The
results of the heptyl xanthate calculations, even though not reported here, are
on the same level of comparison as the ethyl xanthate.
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Chapter 6

Surface Adsorption

In the previous chapters we have successfully verified the usefulness of density
functional theory and pseudopotentials together with the local approxima-
tion for modeling large atomic systems. Now we focus our attention towards
the modeling of adsorption. Xanthate adsorption on sphalerite is of particu-
larly interest, since they are widely used as flotation agents. In this process,
xanthates binds to the surface of the precious ore and by that increases the
hydrophobicity and the flotation efficiency. As far as we know this is the first
density functional study of adsorption on ZnS surfaces.

6.1 ZnS Surface

Sphalerite, the cubic form of ZnS has been studied in favor to its polytype
wurtzite, mainly due to its presence in nature. The name Sphalerite originate
from the Greek word “sphaleros”, which means treacherous, an allusion to the
ease with which dark varieties were often mistaken for Galena, but yielded
no lead. Sphalerite is also called, “Zinc Blende”, ”Black Jack” and “Ruby
Blende”. Sphalerite is the main ore of zinc, with chemical formula ZnS. How-
ever, it normally polluted by iron, about 2%, replacing the zinc, which yields
a formula recognized as: (Zn,Fe)S. Sphalerite also occurs, in some localities,
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with significant amounts of cadmium, gallium and iridium and it is an im-
portant ore for these substances. We have studied clean ZnS surfaces, which
is the synthetic form of the mineral sphalerite. ZnS is a II-VI semiconductor
with a large direct bandgap of 3.91 eV at 0◦K and 3.6 eV at 300◦K. The
large bandgap makes it feasible in high temperature environments, since a
large bandgap diminish the thermal conductivity. ZnS is used for IR windows
and lenses in the thermal band (8 to 14 microns) as a tough front optic in
thermal imaging systems, particularly those subjected to harsh environments.
In this work we have concentrated on the properties of the three main surfaces
{100},{110} and {111}. ZnS has previously been studied by Write et al using
METADISE, a semi empirical inter-atomic potential approach, to study the
stability of different ZnS surfaces [28]. This study shows that the clean {110}
surface is the most stable surface with the lowest surface energy. However, they
also illustrated that by introducing vacancies at the Zn rich {111}-surface, can
be made more stable than the {110}-surface. Similar computational studies
has been performed by Hamad et al [29] using the MARVIN code and verified
by using density functional theory. Their calculations also showed that the
{110} surface has the lowest surface energy. Experimental adsorption studies
of collectors such as xanthates and other flotations chemicals on ZnS has pre-
viously been performed [22, 25, 16]. In our theoretical investigations we have
used density functional theory together with pseudopotentials, which allows
us to study much larger systems than done before. To model the surfaces we
have used supercells, discussed in 4.2.2. The vacuum between the two sur-
faces where about twice the distance from the bottom of one crystal to the
uppermost atom of the adsorbed species. The experimental determined lattice
constant of sphalerite is 5.4093 Å. In our calculations we have used a lattice
constant of 5.3394 Å, which is the optimized lattice constant corresponding to
the basis set we used in our calculations. This does not influence the calcu-
lations except than that the bond length within the bulk are underestimated
by 1.3%. When calculating properties of surfaces the presence of the surface
introduce a large shift in charge density compared to the final one. A special
method has been adopted to distribute the initial charge density to speed up
the converges of Kohn-Sham equation. A paper describing the findings in this
chapter is under preparation [30].
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6.1.1 Heptyl Xanthate Adsorption on the {100}-surface

The clean {100} surface is more of academic interest since it practically does
not exist in nature. Each surface atoms has two dangling bonds, hence it is
therefore highly reactive. Hamad et al calculated the surface energy to be
1.12 J/m2 for a Zn terminate {100} surface. It has the highest surface energy
[28, 29] with respect to the other two surfaces {110} and {111}. Our results
shows that in contrast to the {110} and {111} surfaces the adsorbed heptyl
xanthate will form a bidentate binding to a zinc surface atom. In [25] it is
suggest that bridging is the dominating conformation. This is supported by
our findings, since the {100} surface is not commonly found in nature and it
is the only one that does not have a bridging conformation of the adsorbed
xanthate.

Figure 6.1: Geometrically optimized {100} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate.
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Figure 6.2: Geometrically optimized {100} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate, rotated 90◦.

Figure 6.3: Geometrically optimized {100} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate, viewed from above.
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Figure 6.4: Stripped down version of the heptyl xanthate bounded to the
surface.

For our simulations we used a supercell containing 170 atoms, including the
26 atom heptyl xanthate. In our calculations we used a k-point grid of [3 2 3],
which gives a total of nine k-points. The S-C-S angle in the heptyl xanthate is
122.9◦ with S-Zn bond lengths of 2.34 and 2.36 Å. The opposite S-Zn-S bond
angle is 81.2◦ in comparison to the S-Zn-S angles for the nearest surface atoms
(111.3◦), see figure 6.4. This in comparison with the theoretical bulk value of
109.47◦ and Zn-S distances of 2.31 Å. As evident from the the figures 6.1 and
6.2, the two sulphur atoms from the heptyl xanthate molecule have the same
height above the surface. So the main contribution to the tilt angel comes
from the C-O-C angle which is 117.0◦, the S-C-O angle 121.3◦, and the O-C-C
angle 107.7◦.
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6.1.2 Heptyl Xanthate Adsorption on the {110}-surface

According to surface energy calculations performed in reference [29] the {110}
surface has the lowest surface energy 0.53 J/m2. Even though the {110}
surface has the lowest surface energy it is not always observed in external
crystal morphology. It is more common to see external surfaces of {111} type.
The clean {110} surface will relax it self from the initial perfect structure to a
structure where the surface Zn atoms are drawn inwards and the corresponding
surface sulphur atom pushed outwards. This results in an increased bond
angle of a Zn-S surface atom pair. Our results are in close agreement with
the results in [28, 29]. The {110} surface, in contrast to the {100} and {111}
surfaces, is not a polar surface, since the surface contains as many Zn atoms as
S atoms. Adsorption of heptyl xanthate has been studied by introducing the
collector molecule to a perfect unrelaxed surface. Then the whole system were
minimized with respect to energy. Figure 6.5 and 6.6 shows the final result of
the relaxation, where the bridging bond configuration is clearly visible.

Figure 6.5: Geometrically optimized {110} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate.
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Figure 6.6: Geometrically optimized {110} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate, rotated 90◦.

Figure 6.7: Geometrically optimized {110} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate, viewed from above.
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Figure 6.8: Stripped down version of heptyl xanthate bounded to the surface.

As evident from the figure 6.5 the sulphur atoms of heptyl xanthate moves to
roughly the same coordinates as where the sulphur atom of a continuous bulk
would have been. The distance from the heptyl xanthate sulphur atoms to
the nearest zinc atom is 2.31 and 2.34 Å for the one “below” the hydrocarbon
chain. The two adjacent zinc atoms at the surface are stretched out from their
position towards the corresponding sulphur atoms of the heptyl xanthate. The
resulting S-C-S angle is 135◦, the S-C-O angle is 108.7◦ and 116.1◦ respectively.

6.1.3 Heptyl Xanthate Adsorption on the {111}-surface

The {111} surface is a polar surface with one dangling bond at each surface
site. In nature the {111} surfaces are the most commonly observed surfaces
even though it does not have the lowest surface energy 0.87 J/m2 [29]. In na-
ture sphalerite often has a tetrahedral or dodecahedral form displaying {111}
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{122} and {110}. However for the {111} surface to be dominant it must reduce
its surface energy and do so, according to [28], by introducing point defects on
the {111} surface. Synthetic ZnS crystals often exhibit {111} faces [31]. The
surface suffers from a small relaxation with a small increase in the distance
between the layers, due to the surface effect.

Figure 6.9: Geometrically optimized {111} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate.

Figure 6.10: Geometrically optimized {111} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate, rotated 90◦.
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Figure 6.11: Geometrically optimized {111} ZnS surface with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate, viewed from above.

Figure 6.12: Stripped down 111-surface ZnS supercell with adsorbed heptyl
xanthate.
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The heptyl xanthate bounds to the surface in a bridging fashion as indicated
by the experimental results [16, 25], and also indicated with ethyl xanthate
on gold {111} surfaces in [20]. The xanthate molecule did not placed itself
straight above the two surface zinc atoms as one would suspect, but rather
in a twisted manner to mimic the position of sulphur atoms within the bulk.
The sulphur to surface zinc atom distance is 2.31 and 2.35 Å, respectively.
Even though the distance to the surface is almost symmetric the S-Zn-S angle
from the molecule down to the nearest zinc and sulphur atoms is calculated
to 104.8◦ and 92.2◦ the correspondingly Zn-S-C angles are 110.8◦ and 100.8◦

respectively.

6.1.4 Tilt Angle

Within surface chemistry and especially concerning collectors or other surfac-
tants attaching to the surface the tilt angle, i.e the angle of the hydrophobic
hydro carbon chain to the surface normal, is of great interest. This since
the hydrophobic properties of the surface is highly dependent on tilt angle.
Calculations of the tilt angle using experimental techniques has previously
been done [25, 18, 32]. We have developed a method for defining the tilt angle
within our calculations. Heptyl xanthate has a straight hydrocarbon chain and
our definition of the tilt angle comes form first forming a coordinate matrix A
with the xyz-coordinates of all atoms, weighted by there corresponding atomic
mass. Then for the best approximation we use singular value decomposition.
Hence we used the following algorithm;

• Calculate the mass centrum c of the matrix A.

• The coordinates are then shifted to be centered around the mass centrum
c. Such that B = [ax − cx, ay − cy, az − cz] where a are the columns in
A, and ci the coordinate for the mass centrum.

• Calculate the singular value decomposition USV T = BT

• The tilt angle α is calculated from the first singular vector v which
corresponds to the largest singular value by α = 180

π arccos( [010]•v
‖v‖ )

When forming the matrix A the sulphur atoms from heptyl xanthate are not
considered since it is the tilt angle of the hydrocarbon chain that is of interest.
The weighting of the coordinates is motivated by the differences in masses.
This is done in such a way that the atomic mass is rounded to is nearest integer
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value H = 1, C = 12 and O = 16 then each coordinate are repeated the same
amount of times as the weight of that atom. E.g for a carbon 12 points are
placed at the same coordinate to mimic the higher weight of that coordinate.
With this definition of the tilt angle the molecule axis is not defined to go
through any specific atom just to be the best approximation of the spatial
distribution of the atoms in the molecule. Using this technique the tilt angle
of the adsorbed heptyl xanthates has been calculated, which resulted in 20.3◦,
20.6◦ and 25.2◦ for the {100}, {110} and {111} respectively. The result 25.2◦

of the {111} surface is in reasonable agreement with the results obtained in
[18] (28.5◦) and also supported by the angle obtained (28◦) when combining
the results from [22] and [9]. The differences between these calculations mainly
arise from the different definition of tilt angles. In [18] the angle was defined to
go through only the carbons in the hydrocarbon chain. In [32] the tilt axis was
defined to pass through the carbon of the CS2 entity. In our case the molecular
axis is defined to pass through the center of mass. Our findings states that the
angle to the surface normal is more acute then the 44±5◦ found in the ex situ
studies [25]. This can partly be explained by tendency of the hydrocarbon
chain to extend into each other due to hydrophobicity, i.e increase the tilt
angle. On the other hand such a behavior would not be notice in the ex situ
studies. A tilt angle of 50 ± 2.5◦ is reported in the in situ studies of non
activated ZnS surface [25]. In the in situ study of the same work they report
the orientation orientation to be close to random. This since the hydrocarbon
chain prefers to extend into a hydrophobic environment rather than water.
But it may also indicate that the surface examined in the experiment is not a
pure clean {111} surface, which is most likely. Another explanations is that
the alkyl chain is not all-trans but gauche and hence does not have all the
CH2 planes perpendicular to the molecular axis. To examine this we have
also done another type of calculation of the tilt angle. This method is based
closely on how they in [25] uses the absorption of p- and s-polarized infrared
light and the peaks of CH2 symmetric and asymmetric stretching to calculate
the tilt angle. These vibrations are used since the transition moments are
perpendicular to the tilt axis if the alkyl chain is in all-trans configuration.
Hence the CH2 form planes, which all are orthogonal to the molecule axis.
By calculating the normals of each of these planes and taking the average, the
total tilt angle can be calculated. The calculations of the normal to each of
the CH2 planes resulted in the following;
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Tilt angles of the CH2 planes
Id nr 100 110 111

1 23.865 23.035 30.6
2 17.854 17.228 24.461
3 19.202 19.44 23.843
4 18.664 19.732 22.43
5 18.67 20.278 21.146
6 17.994 19.815 20.294
Δ 19.375 19.921 23.796

Table 6.1: Tilt angles of each CH2-plane.

Here it is obvious that the first of the CH2 has a much larger tilt angle,
and further out in the alkyl chain the tilt angle decreases, hence the chain
becomes more and more parallel to the surface normal. This indicates that in
an experimental situation the alkyl chain is probably gauche, since the angles
are decreasing. One thing noticed in 5.2 was that, it is often the second CH2

that are active in the region of 3000-2800 cm−1.

6.1.5 Vibrational Analysis

Here we present calculations of the vibrational modes of heptyl xanthate ad-
sorbed on the ZnS surfaces. Depending on which of the surfaces studied there
are some differences in the upper vibrational modes 2800-3000 cm−1 region.
Here the {100} and the {111} surface are most in agreement. This indicates
that the CS2 angle may have more effects the vibrational modes in the upper
region than the type of bond, bidentate or bridging. Below 800 it is the metal
complex and the CS2 group that contributes to the vibrational modes. Com-
paring these results to the vibrational modes obtained for the free molecule
there are just minor changes in the upper 2800-3000 cm−1 region for the {111}
surface. No clear shift can be detected as to indicate if a shift in the exper-
imental spectrum could be used to determine what surface where exposed.
This still remains to be investigated. Since this is a work in progress, in col-
laborations with experimentalist, we do not dwell more about the results but
presents the raw data in table 6.2 for your discretion.
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Vibrational modes
100 110 111
3008 3034 3014
3004 3012 3000
2980 2991 2974
2961 2968 2962
2949 2961 2946
2933 2955 2933
2922 2941 2921
2921 2936 2920
2917 2935 2917
2913 2927 2912
2903 2920 2907
2897 2916 2900
2883 2911 2886
2875 2904 2874
2847 2884 2835
1452 1429 1458
1445 1425 1445
1436 1416 1438
1427 1413 1436
1423 1407 1424
1416 1404 1423
1414 1397 1411
1411 1396 1407
1362 1356 1361
1349 1347 1356
1336 1333 1352
1331 1323 1327
1296 1284 1298
1275 1271 1274

Vibrational modes
100 110 111
1268 1264 1269
1257 1253 1259
1242 1236 1234
1237 1234 1234
1206 1206 1198
1188 1192 1181
1183 1180 1162
1166 1156 1150
1136 1129 1130
1125 1118 1120
1085 1086 1072
1079 1081 1065
1057 1069 1057
1047 1047 1039
1026 1035 1017
1005 1026 1001
978 981 981
926 971 946
893 889 889
886 879 881
800 790 800
735 729 735
720 696 697
705 688 694
618 641 608
492 533 498
458 518 455
415 463 413
403 432 403

Table 6.2: Vibrational mode, in cm−1 of heptyl xanthate adsorbed on ZnS.



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

In the present work properties of ethyl and heptyl xanthates and their potas-
sium and sodium salts were calculated. The calculations were performed with
a variety of basis sets and different methods. Both structural properties as
well as vibrational modes has been calculated. Assignments of vibrational
modes and comparison to experimental data have been done. Results from
DFT and MP2 calculations are more accurate than the simpler method SCF,
but the choice of basis set is also important. A poor basis set will not be com-
pensated by a better method and vice versa. The results of the geometrical
optimization done with DFT using the local approximations are in excellent
agreement with results achieved when using a more sophisticated theory for
example the B3LYP functional. Surprisingly the vibrational modes calculated
using the local approximation seams to be more close to experimental data.

Perhaps the most important output of this work is that DFT in combina-
tion with the local approximation and pseudopotentials can successfully be
used for calculations of chemical properties. Within this approach chemical
properties of very large molecules, for example biochemical molecules, can be
calculated.
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We have in the present work successfully shown that it is possible to do large
scale ab initio simulations of adsorption on surfaces. Adsorption of heptyl
xanthate on the three main surfaces {100},{110} and {111} of ZnS have been
studied. The results show that the chemisorbed heptyl xanthate forms a biden-
tate conformation on the {100} and bridging conformations on the other two.
The angles and bond length are mostly preserved when adsorbed on the {111}
surface, where they are practically unperturbed by the presence of the surface.
This in comparison to the structural optimization of the sole heptyl xanthate
molecule. We observed an increase in the SCS angle by about 7◦ from 128◦

to 135◦ to compensate for the larger Zn-Zn distance when adsorbed on the
{110} surface, which has an impact on the vibrational spectrum.

From the geometrical optimized structures the tilt angle of the adsorbed
species has been calculated using two different methods. First we used the
first principal vector from the singular value decomposition, described in 6.1.4.
This investigation resulted in 20.3◦, 20.6◦ and 25.2◦ for the {100}, {110} and
{111} respectively. The result for the {111} surface of 25.2◦ is in reasonable
agreement with the experimental determination of the tilt angle done in [18]
(28.5◦), where xanthates were adsorbed on a sulphidized gold surfaces. It is
also in agreement with the one obtained when combining the results from [22]
and [9] (28◦). Our findings states that the angle to the surface normal is more
acute that the one found in [25] but this can partly be explained by tendency
of the hydrocarbon chain to extend into each other due to hydrophobicity.
But it may also indicate that the surface examined in their experiments is not
a clean {111} surface. Another explanations is that the alkyl chain is not all-
trans but gauche and hence does not have all the CH2 planes perpendicular to
the molecular axis. We have calculated the tilt angle of each CH2 plane which
resulted in the a decrease in tilt angle, hence the chain becomes more and
more parallel to the surface normal. This indicates that in an experimental
situation the alkyl chain is probably gauche.
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Chapter 8

Future work

So far we have used a total energy minimization method, which assumes that
the system under study has a low temperature. To study systems at higher
temperatures one need use methods based on molecular dynamics. We are
presently implementing molecular dynamics in AIMPRO. For further work we
plan to use both static and dynamic methods. An interesting study would be
to investigate the effects of gauche conformation of the hydrocarbon chains
on the tilt angle. Also an investigation of zinc sulphide surfaces where the
surfaces are covered by hydrogen, oxygen, water or carbon(di)oxide or other
interesting compounds which can interact with the adsorption of xanthates,
thus can effect the flotation properties. It would also be interesting to study
surfaces of lead sulphide. This surface is much more computational demanding
than zinc sulphide since the valence electrons includes f-orbitals. We would
also like to go further to investigate adsorption of xanthates on Germanium
surfaces, preliminary investigations shows a monodentate adsorption of heptyl
xanthate on the {111}-surface. Investigating this surface would be beneficial
due to the experimental knowledge of this particular surface since it has been
used as a test-bed by the experimentalist within our research group. Future
investigation that has somewhat already started is the investigations of dix-
anthantogen and the different structural possibilities, shown in the pictures
below.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8.1: Some examples of possible xanthogen conformations.

We also like to include other collectors in our future work, such as O,O-
dibutylditiophosphate and 2-mercaptobenzothiazol. There is also an ongoing
project were chemical shift is studied in an collaboration with NMR experi-
mentalists. This project involves both simulations and development of com-
puter software. Another possible extension would be into the field iron oxides
and calculations of magnetic properties.
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